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HE GOT HIS WISH

The Courier-Gazette

NEW YEAR’S EVE CELEBRATION

THREE-TIMESAWEEK

MIDNIGHT SHOW

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable lu
advance : single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.

:

DOVE

BILLIE
IN

“THE

PAINTED

ANGEL”

All Talking-Singing - Dancing
TALKING COMEDY
VITAPHONE ACT
SHOW STARTS 11.30
RESERVED SEATS ON SALE NOW 50 CENTS

BOXING
Empire Theatre

Friday, Jan. 3
5 Big Bouts 5
Auspices Rockland Athletic Association
156-1

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
Evening Class Opens Jan. 2—Enroll Now
Day School Reopens Dec. 30
LENA K. SARGENT, Principal
Telephones 994-M or 990-M

Happy New Year
To All Shareholders in

Rockland Loan & Building Afs’n
They are happy because they know that their
deposits are safely invested
They are happy because they have always received

5%% DIVIDENDS
They are hap'py because the deposits they make
every month help a neighbor or friend to obtain
a new home or improve an old one
Join this Happy Family today. Make a deposit
of any sum, $1.00 to *50.00 per month

Rockland Loan & Building Ass’n
18 SCHOOL STREET
Opposite Postoffice-— First Floor

ROCKLAND

156-1

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockport Boy Missed Sum- Rotarians Gave Recognition
.
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The annual meeting of King Solomer Camp, But Oh You
To Christmas At Yester- Concernmg New Hazard Developed On Service Lines By mon-H Temple chapter, r.s.m.. will
I he held next Thursday night.
Green Coaster!
Ice Storm—Public’s Assistance Is Asked
day's Luncheon Hour
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1YE WANTERKNOW!

HARMONY
BALL.

NEW YEAR’S EVE

NEW

S|tfSWiv?a'Y"i aY'/iv'e

There Is Still Time To Join
- Our 1930

•♦••

EVENING DRESSES

Arrived This Week Just

CHRISTMAS CLUB

In Time For Holiday

Any of These Classes Are
At Your Disposal

Parties

You can join any one of them—or ‘
more than one if you so desire

20 NEW
EVENING DRESSES

25 cents each week
totaling, $12.50
plus interest
50 cents each week
totaling, $25.00
plus interest
$1.00 each week
totaling, $50.00
plus interest
$2.00 each week
totaling, $100.00
plus interest
$5.00 each week
totaling, $250.00
plus interest

Latest Styles—Some

Very Long

,

They Are Selling For

$16.50 $24.50
Those At $16.50 Are

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

CENTRAL MAINE’S WARNING

Some of the readers of The CourierThe persistent rumor that Ralph
Christmas' >day having agreeably
H. Trim is candidate for the city
1 ^»ar4ette will remember that last sumblow
these
A new hazard has developed along front time to time,
•*
••• mer. when the Salvation Army was associated itself with the week in
matshalship is denied by Mr. Trim.
•••
Eternity gives nothing back of what — taking the children to the fresh air which Rockland Rotary has its regu electric service lines, following the hranches-down unto t h« service wires,
* one leaves out of the minute..— ♦ (.amp al Christmas Cove, that little lar, noonday luncheon, the club yes- : recent storm, and it is causing power interrupting service.
Blue Bonnet troop meets Monday
■e Schiller.
» , Hubert Richards of Rockport who was terday acknowledged the complimen t ! ollicials a great deal of anxiety, and, Another situation that is causing afternoon in the I’niversalist vestry
examined by Dr. George H. CoombR of bv giving special recognition to the rqay mean interruption of electric interruptions, generally to individual at 4 o’clock. Important business 1»
_____________ " Waldoboro, was found to have sympholiday. Red bulbs in the lighting service at intervals for several services, is the breaking away of fix- 8Io be discussed.
\zr-QQpi Plf^TT IDI?C
toms of measles, which necessitated fixtures and candles of the same color months, advised G. S. Williams, vice mres connecting service wires to the i *
VLuOi-L i Iv-zIUrxt-O
I his return home. So keen was the on the tables lent complexion to the president and general manager of the outside of the home, which were un- |
----' disappointment of the little fellow Thorndike grill, which was further Central Maine Power Company, in a i duly strained with their overload of I The next regular meeting day of
the Woman’s Educational Club is
Interesting Souvenirs of the that H"- kind-hearted doctor prom- embellished with a dainty tree and statement to Maine newspapers yes ice. High winds add just enough Friday
Jan. 3. when sessions will he
force to pull these weakened fixtures.
rA
van
nil
',lm :,n',l’'nk hl” heart desired sprigs of holly set upon the presi terday.
Days When the Rockland'as a Christmas gift.| Although four ! dent's table, with ivy wreaths adorn During the past sleet storm, ice P »wer officials believe that periodic held at 4 and 7.15 p. m.
Cl .
J Cl
• L J
months had knne by the promise was ing the walls. This was the work of formed quickly on tree limbs, drop trouble may result over a long period
Shipyards nourished
J not forgotten, either l)V the doctor
ping them straight downward. The until these troubles can be corrected.
Busy days at the headquarters of
----| or Robert.
| Ixtndlord-'Kotarian Gene O’Neil, who branches which did not break off are As a safety measure, and to assure the State Highway Police (Main and
also
added
cigars
to
the
excellent
A group of ohl-tlme photographs
Dr. Coombs called at the Salvation ,
now gradually resuming their up the least suspension of service pos- James streets) where automobile
chicken dinner.
from the collection of Nathan F. Cobb Army quarters a few days ago and
sih'c. pei-ple are asked to cooperate registration is receiving attention.
Walter S. Rounds prefaced a brief right position as the sun melts away
j laid on the desk of the photograph
eloquent address with the decla- 1 their load of ice. Where these limbs with the power companies in notifyI coaster, which the officers at his re- but
Holiday greetings in rhyme and
| editor, aroused stirring recollections I quest had found that the boy desired ration .hat Christmas is essentially a ! are adjacent Io power and light "nes ing some power official promptly of
festival of remembrance. Amid the "><> •'■'’.e up under the wires, shot! fallen woes, limbs lodged in trees or with iliustrations come to “the whole
uf the days when the Cobb shipyard a trip was made by Captain and Mrs.
now lying across wires.
office force" from a valued contribu
universally charged atmosphere of circuiting the seiv.ee
at the^hiuthend was a hive of in- I Winsnr to Rockport on Christmas misimderstanrtlnKk. scandal and «os-| "A
Instances IIm4» have heDepartment of Public Information tor of The Courier-Gazette. Same to
dustry. One of the photos depicts j Ev"' <’'»"*>'"* a large steel, four- alp. It is well to recall! that there was [ e-ue lodged In other I mbs with the « en.ral Maine Power ( o„ Augusla. you “Boze" and many of 'em.
.
,
_T ,
,, wheeled coaster, bright green in
",S‘ b‘«
" IIL 'I*‘
----- 4
the three-master Nathan F. Cobb. |
b,.a,.|nK ,he „ame .Trl)Jan- „„ One who walked the hills of Galilee.
standing on the ways waiting for the the sides.
Answering a query from a sub
whose coming the day celebrates, lt ,
scriber: Tbe battleship Oklahoma
word, another moored at the southern 1 The little fellow exjierienced a real is well that old people should become ;
AGAIN ON THE MAP
BUSY POSTOFFICE
that lately visited the Rockland trial
side of Atlantic wharf immediately ■ thi ill when he saw the longed-for as little children, who are plastic and i
course represents a money value to
coaster and could not find words to
.after the ceremony of launching Iconster
r'us'^n^
Utilities
Commission
Tells
Uncle
Sam
’
s
Rockland
Crew
Uncle Sam of $30,000,(100. Some ship.
■e is a Ru'ppiememar7"plcture
"as plalnly se*“n in hia
; There
llo',b‘ Robert s Christmas heart unless we become plastic and
show•ing the hulk of the same vessel
Why
Train
57
Should
Not
Had
Record
Day
Last
Is the envy of all the boys in his enter into the thing Christ stands for.
An announcement of particular In
Irdged in the sands off Daytona gift ....
♦ [Reach, Florida, where she met ship- neighborhood, and he no longer re- Festivals create a living present; we
terest is that the musical score for
Omit Thomaston Stop
Monday—Some Figures
[wreck many years ago. the story of
t,llal he nns8ed two "Pek* ln get together and in spirit look hope
the film “The Isle of Lost Ships,” be
fully into the future. “As Rotarians,'
. i which was retold In this paper last 1 a"ip last summer
On or before Jan. 1. Train No. ’7
Now that the Christmas rush is ing shown at Park Theatre today was
the speaker concluded, “we do well to of the Maine Central Railroad will
’' January.
over at the Postoffice and the work made by a former Rockland boy, Cecil
observe Christmas. I hope to see all make stops at the Thomaston sta
In ihe foreground of one of the pic- 1
COAST ARTILLERY
Copping, now located with Warner
ers have- bad a chance to take ac Brothers in Hollywood.
the
clubs
ln
Rotary
International
tines appears the wreck of the
tion—this as the result of a com
schooner William McLoon. which at Battery F Led In Recent Pro- ' ^oi,linK hands in recognizing the day plaint made by Warden G. A. .Buker count ot’ stock, they make the inter
111 that time was towed into position and
r
-r .
an(1 what it stands for, binding to and other residents. The matter was esting discovery that last Monday
The annual basketball game be
ficiency Test With Total gether the hearts of the world in duly investigated by the Public Utili was the busiest day in tbe history of tween
< * built into the granite extension of Atthe High School varsity
*11 lantie wharf, where its bones remain
universal
peace*
and
brotherly
affec

ties Commission, which tills week
team and alumni will be played In the
Score of 1 061
the
Rockland
office.
«, | to this day.
tion.”
handed down the following decision:
High School gym next Wednesday
Another of the photos of special inThe carriers were fairly swamped night. Almost as much rivalry ln
The singing was devoted to well“Maine Central Railroad Company
There will be no drill held in Knox
J ’ terest depicts the famous five-master county until after the first of the new known carols. Mrs. Gladys St. Clair under its present schedule is operat with letter mall and three auxiliary this contest as thoughh the county
i J Mertie B. Crowley. 2.850 tons, at the year. The first will be held at Cam Morgan and Mrs. Katherine Veazie ing train No. 57 Portland to Rockland, carriers were necessary the greater championship were at stake.
«»|moment of sliding from the greased den by Battery K .Jan. 6. Jan. 7 Bat sang "Away in a Manger” and ‘‘Silent leaving Portland, at 11.55 a. m. and put of tlie time Tuesday on the
tvavs into the waters of the harbor. tery G will drill in Rockland, and on Night. Holy Night,” and also led the arriving at Rockland at 2.35 p. m., as routes of Fred Derby and Wilbur S.
The pupils of the grades are im
,, the background of which is filled with I the sth Battery F at Thomaston
company in “Hark, the Herald Angels an express train, cutting out many Cross, in order to make a clean-up.
patiently awaiting next Monday
yachts and steamers with all their
Sing” and “Hail the Heaven-born local stops made by this train under All parcel post business was cleared
‘1 i bunting flying. The reach of the
The results of the first period pro Prince of Peace,” lending a great former schedules and thereby short up late Tuesday night, thanks to the when the W’inter term of school opens.
shores in Hje foreground is thronged ficiency test held by the ^battalion volume of music, under the direction ening the running time between fact that the carriers put in late The pupils of the High School (Senior
and Junior) must wait another whole
•' with men and women, onlookers at commander Major Ralph W. Brown, of Phil Jones who drove down from Portland and Rockland 35 minutes. hours.
J the memorable occasion. The cos- has been announced in a general order Bangor to sit in with his club pals. The total earning of passenger busi
R. F. D. Carrier Rack HIT made two day, for their term does not begin
tumes of the women of that period of issued from the Battalion headquar Phil had just returned from a month’s ness of this train, between Bath and trips the day before Christmas, act until Tuesday.
i the gay nineties lend particular eni- ters the past week. Organizations motor tour through (Southern states, Rockland for the test period of 1928 ing generously on the theory that a
j phasis to the picture, and serve as wore judged on appearance, knowl- accompanied by Mrs. Jones, in the is 71 cents per mile, and for a. similar package received the day after
Pentecostal meetings are still going
I a warning to the present suggested edge of first aid. Military hygiene,
interest of his Hatchet Mountain test period of 1929 is 97 cents per mile, Christmas is not a Christmas present. on in the Spear 'block, hut in the
S return of fashion to long skirts. The guard duty, military courtesy, and the
indicating that this improved serv
It was necessary for all of the regu small hall on the second- floor instead
day was Aug. 24, 1907. A little more manual of arms, drill as a single pla Camp for boys. He addressed the ice is appreciated and patronized by lar clerks to work long overtime of in the large hall on the third floor.
Club
briefly,
telling
of
the
cordial
than three years later—Jan. ?3. 1910— toon under fton-commissioned officers
the traveling public. The elimination hours. The total cancellations for Meetings Tuesday, Thursday, Satur
! the Crowley met her fate when she and squad drill under the squad lead- welcome given him by Southern Ro of so many local stops by this train
the six-day period preceding Christ day and Sunday evenings at 7.30 and
tarians
and
of
the
manner
in
which
has necessjirily caused some incon mas was 111.000, the largest day Sunday afternoon at 2.30. Every
was wrecked nn the northeast end ,.rs. i’he final score gave F Rathe
boomed
Rockland.
Maine,
every
venience to patrons of the road in (Monday) showing 30,000. The num body is welcome.
of the reef off Nasque bluff, south- tery the lead with a total score of
least end of Martha's Vineyard Island. | io«.l second place was landed by G time he spoke.
those places where stops were for
ber of incoming sacks was 3100.
Christmas
boxes
were
bestowed
merly made.
The convenience of
,Mass.
i battery with 94.3. H Battery was 3rd
“Isn’t the Prohibitory Law a flzale?’,
Some patrons forgot to affix stamps
upon
members
of
the
hotel
staff
who
l There is great historic value to I wlth g9.n and E Battery was 4th with
patrons in those localities formerly
Is the (j u est ion so often asked. At
on
their
packages,
and
some
were
have
contributed
during
the
year
to
these pictures of the palmy ship- 185.8. Major Brown was very much
served by this train must however, so
torney Ensign Otis lias been asked to
building days of Rockland. There are | pleased with the excellent showing the club members’ comfort—to Frank far as may be reasonably necessary, guilty of using 1-cent stamps for answer this in its recent develop
doubtless many others in existence made by the batteries, and after com C. Fie’ds, the popular clerk, and to yield to tbe larger public demand for cards enclosed.
ments for the Educational Club at
It is hoped that another year mail
besides these here noted. If they plimenting the men at each battery Mrs. Theresa MoCloskv, Mrs. Marion improved service.
ers of large quantities of cards and the 5.30 class next Friday. There
Fields. Mrs. Daisy Welch and Mrs.
could he brought together and the he explained the reasons for the test
♦ ♦ • •
letters swill face afid He in bundles. will be a State speaker as usual in
story written of each, they would ' Lieut.. Willard. tl»e Instructor acted Jo,<ie Knowlton.
“The Commission fully approves of Handling at the cancelling machine the evening.
Dr. Kennedy, U.S.N.. Postmaster
furnish a valuable document to pre- . as recorder during the tests and at
tbe
attitude
of
tbe
railroad
company
serve in the city’s Public Library.
the close of each battery drill told - Veazie and Charles C. Wotton were in its endeavors to improve Its will thus be expedited, and chances
Prof. Cecil A. Rollins of Colby Col
the officers and NCO the cause of any . guests: and Marcus A. Chandler was through service and. in our opinion, of delay in despatching the mail will
lege is to lecture on the “American
he lessened.
lost points.
present from the Camden club.
no modification which will unduly
Included in Monday’s sales were Drama Since 1900” at the Copper Ket
interfere with the operations of such 17,000 two-cent stamps.
If all of tle Monday evening at 7.30 under
CRUSOE’S ISLAND
service
ought
to
be
required.
Uncle Sam’s chain stores were equal- the auspices of the Shakespeare So
CLUB
for
Robinson Crusoe’s island
“The testimony introduced in this ly’busy it must have been some day ciety. The lecture will be open to all
rent. The owners would prefer to case, indicates that tbe essential
members of the Society, the alumni
| lease it for 99 years. You will recall character of the present express serv for the government.
What About Samuel Staples?
members, honorary members (hus
Mrs. Annie F. Wallace, 141 Jerale- that Defoe’s story was suggested by ice can be retained even though train
bands), and guests.
THOSE SERMONETTES
nion street, Brooklyn, N. Y., has the adventures of Alexander Selkirk, No. 57 be required to stop at Thomas- ,
asked The Courier-Gazette to assist who in 1704 was put ashore at bis ton. Train No. 57 and westbound I
One of the numerous tasks which
her in finding the birthplace, date of own request on Juan Fernandez trajn \’o fg under the present sched- A Saturday Feature To Be Continued
During Coming Year
received attention from the Chamber
Temple Hall, Rockland
birth and parentage, of Samuel Island, where he lived in solitude for ule meet at Thomaston. Train No. 78
of Commerce during the holiday sea
Many attempts have leaves Rockland at 2.15 p. m. and is
Staples, born about 1785, married four years.
Favors
Refreshments Ruth Bunker 1811. Any information been made to attract a tourist trade supposed to be in the clear at Thom The frequent commendatory words son was the apportionment of the
that come to the newspaper desk applications from worthy poor for
concerning the above will be most ac- to the island, which is 400 miles off aston Siding at 2.24 so that train No.
anent the sermonette which accom Christmas dinners. Under the direc
Kirk’s Music
ctptable to Mrs. Wallace and can be the coast of (’hili. But all attempts 57, (jue at Thomaston at 2.26 may pass
The testimony panies The (’ourier-Gazette’s Satur tion of the acting secretary, Miss
sent to her at above address. There to establish a settlement on the island without stopping.
TICKETS 75c; 1.50 COUPLE
shows, however, that in very many day church ’olumn. testify to the in Lenore Benner, the Chamber served
have
failed
and
it
is
now
offered
for
are
some
pretty
keen
genealogists
152-157
instances train No. 78 has l>een un terest taken in this we<*kly feature. very effectively as a clearing house,
numbered among this paper’s readers. rent.
able to get Into clear at Thomaston It is a pleasure to announce that and Miss Benner’s personal efforts
siding in time to permit No. 57 to their writer. William A. Holman of aided very materially in the proper
pass through Thomaston without be Portland, is to continue these layman distribution of Christmas cheer.
ing delayed by the opposing block sermons during 1930, which will be a
Postmaster Veazie was well pleased
signal. The time thu^consumed by source of gratification to their read
yesterday when notified that tw’o
train 57 in passing through the block ers in every part of the country.
Some will recall the striking ser government owned motor trucks had
at Thomaston would In most in
stances l>e more than would be re- nionette which appeared in the issue been assigned to his office for the use
qulred to make a station stop. The °r <,ct 5 at ">•'
°f ‘he visit of of the carriers in delivering parcel
testimony further shows that trnin 57 lhe British Premier to this country, post packages. One hired machine
could make a stop at Thomaston Sta- j hearing the caption "Ramsey Mae has been in use, and gave faithful
lion and arrive at Rockland on pine- >’ na'<'- Apostle of Peace."
A letter service, blit Maurice Wilson, chauf
tlcally its present schedule if no delay dated at 10 Downing Btreet, London,
feur and carrier, although a very
were'occasioned in the Thomaston brought to Mr. Holman the apprecia- nimble peTtton has never been able
block.
Apparently only a slight 1 “on of Miss Ishbel MacDonald, the to form Lhe habit of being in tw’o
modification of the present schedule | daughter
who accompanied the
places at the same time. With two
would be needed to enable train 78 to Premier on his American visit.
trucks in use (Ford half-tonners)
be in the clear at Thomaston siding
the delivery of parcel post packages
DEATH OF JOSE COLCORD
so that train 57 might stop at Thom
will be greatly expedited.
aston station without being delayed
Jose L. Colcord, who was at one
in the block.
time associated with his father in YOUR FAVORITE ROEM
the management of the St. Nicholas
“Thomaston has a population of Hotel (now Hotel Rockland) and who
If I ha-1 to live my life again I would have
about 2,000 and. serves as a distribut afterward became proprietor of the made a rule to read some poetry and listen
ing point for other places having an Arcade on Spring street, died sud to some music at least once a week. The loss
these tables la a loss of happiness.—Charles
aggregate population of approxi denly this morning of acute indiges of
Darwin.
mately 4.000. These outlying districts
tion. For some time past he had
are served by automobile stages and
A PSALM FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE
freight
trucks,
which
transport been employed at Trainer’s Bakery.
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SENTER CRANE COMPANY

freight and express matter, as well
as mall, from Thomaston Station to
the several places of destination.
These transportation agencies have
connected with Train No. 57. as op
erated under previous schedules, so
that all express and mail matter ar
riving on this train reached its des
tination the same afternoon. Under
the present arrangement, all express
and mail matter (except first class
mall) is taken to Rockland and re
turned to Thomaston late in the aft
ernoon or the next morning, thereby
delaying Its delivery to all connect
ing points approximately 24 hours
and to Thomaston from 4 to 16 hours.
It is shown in evidence that business
men and others in Thomaston have
been subjected to delay and expense
and that operators of Granite Quar
ries
other industries located in
,es and
ano ouir.
he places supplied froro, Thomaston.
have suffered Inconvenience and expense by reason of such delay.
• • • •
“Passengers for Thomaston nn
train No. 57 are now obliged to go
through to Rockland and come hack
to Thomaston by trolley car or other
conveyance. The evidence discloses
a substantial public demand for this
service. This demand can be supplied
with comparatively little expense or
inconvenience to the railroad company and without undue interference
with the existing express service of
train 57.
“Such demand should, in our
opinion, be met by the railroad company In the performance of its duty
to render adequate service to the publie, if in so doing the larger public
interest will not bv made to suffer,

SUPT. MORSE’S SCHOOLS

Schools of Owl’s Head will open
Dec. 30. The schools of South Thom
aston will open Jan . 6.
Cushing
schools will also ojam Jan. 6 as will
those of Friendship. The fit. George
High School and the schools ut
Martinsville and Port Clyde will open
Jan. 6.
The other schools of St.
George with the exception of the
White iHead school will open Jan.
20. The date of opening the White
Head school will be announced.

Thomaston is fortunately situated in
this respect in that it is near the end
of the route and in the meeting point
of the two trains When, as in this
ease, the demand for this service can
complied with, without unduly in-

, |prferin

w|(h

,

'
...____ . .....
the obligation of the railroad com
pany to render adequate service re
quires that such change should be
made at this point even though such
change might not he required under
circumstances such as would interrupt the through character of the
service now being rendered
, "It is therefore ordered, adjudged
and recorded that Maine Central
Railroad Company on or before Junu
ary I. 1930, shall change the schedule
| of train 57 so that a regular station
, stop shall be made at Thomaston and
thereafter maintain such schedule
until further order of this Commlssion."
Ensign Gtls appeared as counsel for
the petitioners, and E. W. Wheeler for
the railroad.

A friend stands at the door;
In either tight-closed hand
Hiding rich gifts, three hundred and three
score;
Waiting to strew them dally o’er the land
Even as seed the sower.
Each drops, he, treads It In. and passes by;
It cannot be made fruitful till it die.

O good New Year, we clasp
This warm shut hand of thine.
Loosing forever, with half sigh, half gasp.
That which from ours falls like dead fingers*
twine;
Ay. whether fierce Its grasp
Has been, or gentle, having been, we know
That It was blessed; let the old year go.

0 New Year, teach us faith I
The road of life is hard;
When our feet bleed, and scourging winds us
scathe,
Point thou to Him whose visage was more
marred
Than any man’s, who salth:
“Make straight paths for your feet.” and to
the opprest.
“Come ye to LMc and I will give you rest.”
Yet hang some lamp-like hope
Above this unknown way.
Kind year, to give our spirits freer scope
And our hand strength to work while It Is
day.
But If that way must slope
Tombward, oh, bring before our fading eyes
The lamp of life, the hope that never dies.
Comfort our souls with love—
Love of all human kind;
Love special, close—In which, like sheltered
dove
Each weary heart Its own safe nest may flnd;
And love that turns above
Adoringly, contented to resign
All loves, If need be, for the Love Divine.
Friend, come thou like a friend.
And whether bright thy face,
Or dim with clouds we cannot comprehend.
We ll hold out patient bauds, each ln his
place.
And trust thee to the end.
Knowing thou leadest onward to those spheres
Where there are neither days, nor months, nor
years.
—Dinah Marla Mulock Cr&lk,

The Courier-Gazette

ON MY SET

A LARGE ROSTER

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The Army-Stanford fcotball
game in California this afternoon
will be broadcast by two chains,
which will include stations WEEI
and WNAC. The broadcast will
begin at 4.45 Eastern time.

Is Represented By the Knox
County Sportsmen and
Landowners Association

Rockland, Me., Dec. 28, 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declared that* lie Is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of tin
Issue of this paper of Dec. 245, 1929, there was
printed a total of (6235 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

He that is not with me is againsi '
me; and he that gathered not with j
me scattered abroad.—Matthew 12:30
FEEDING THE MULTITUDE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 28, 1929

Page Two

Prolific reception, strong on
some stations and a bit erratic on
others, was what I found Thurs
day night.
Fight fans were
doubtless interested in the story
cf how James J. Jeffries became
world’s champion at* the expense
of Bob Fitzsimmons. One of these
fistic battles is retold every
Thursday night, and made to ap
pear as realistic as though the
broadcaster was really at the
ringside.
••• .«.
The
National
Breadcasting
Company announces that an at
tempt will be made to pick up and
rebroadcast the address of King
George of England when he opens
the London Naval Conference,
Jan. 21. The King is to speak in
the Royal Gallery of the House of
Lords at 6 a. m. Eastern standard
time, and he has given permission
tc- the British Broadcasting Cor
poration to broadcast the address.
The British company will send
the speech on short waves to the
United States and if successful in
picking it up, the National Broad
casting Company will rcbrcadcast
it.

Frequent references have been
made in these columns to the rapidly
accumulating membership of the
Knox County Sportsmen X- Landowners Association. iSo much inter
est is manifested in the new organi
zation, and in general fish and game
matters that the complete roster is I
here given:

15. G. Bennett
Howard T Wilbur
j Johnson Talbot
Minot k. Con ary
Kny Crabtree
Charles W. Hopkins
Harry Stearns
i Richard C. Young
Owen Sliutc
.
* (’. E. Thorndike
I
H. E. Beverage
John
Thompson
Eugene Y. Thompson
,
Gorham Dean
Mule G. Bunker
:
George Simmons
Frank S. Marsh
*
W B Phllbrook
i
Ernest A. Munro
F A Montgomery
John Garnett
11. E. Tibl.tH
Wm. H Elliott
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In Commemoration of the an
A. V. Grafton
George ('ounce
niversary of Theodore Roosevelt’s
Wilbur
W. Ames
death, Thomas A. Edison. Inc.,
P k Merrifield
makers of the new Edison Light1 . G. Merrifield
O-Matic Radio, have dedicated
L. E. (Merrifield
Frank S. Lyddie
their Monday night’s concert to
lohn Kajander
his memory.
Mrs. Theodore
Norman Drinkwater
Roosevelt, his widow, and Mrs.
Linwood Moody
V. T. Payson
Richard Derby, his daughter,
Earl G Miller
have cooperated with Charles
George E. Bean
Edison in making up a memorial
Joseph F. Pushaw
program, consisting chiefly of
D. F. Browuell
Robert B. Hopkins
musical selections which the
Frederic
Milliken
great American was knewn to
John P. Leach
have cherished. Statesman, pub
Chester il’ooley
lic servant, explorer, soldier,
Benjamin Pooley
Guy A. Heal
author—indeed the most versatile
Miss-S. Buckminster
of all the great men this country
Kenneth Knight
has produced, Roosevelt was also
Charles Lamsen
a great lover of music and the
Fred Holbrook
Men 1 lie Welt
Edison memorial program is a
Alzenas L. Robbins
particularly fitting mark of re
(Tias. D. Hamilton
spect. The concert will be broad
Charles Carver
C. P. Wentworth
cast over the coast-to-coast NBC
Charles Ingraham
network Monday night. The Edi
Roy Taylor
son program is broadcast every
John Miller
Monday evening through radio
Malcolm Hannon
Arthur Thorndike
stations WJZ and WBZ from 9 to
J. C. Pushaw
9.30.
Larkin Thorndike
Benjamin Ames
Elizabeth Gregory
GREATEST AIR FEAT
A R. Packard
W F. Weslie
N. H. Bennett
Before we get too far separated Round the World Fhght of Clyde Diller
Robert 6. Gregory
from Christmas, it is well to note that
P. Eldridge
Graf Zeppelin Year’s Out W.
F. C. Manning, Jr.
the holiday received in these imme
Charles M. La wry
standing
Event
diate regions very happy recognition.
P. R Bowley
E. II Bagley
Seems as though the list of homeThe historic and record-breaking 21 W D. Healei
comers never was so long as this day round the world flight of the Ger Clarence H. Stratton
P. '.McGrath
year, and that meant the joyous man dirigible, Graf Zeppelin, was Blaine Merrill
*i
r €a®ily the moet noteworthy aeronauEarle G. Carver
kinflling of fires upon the hearths of tic3, event of tlK> year „2S.
A. C. Dutton
Bridges
many a home. The multiplied yuleCarrying 16 passengers, a crew of Leroy
S. R. Cushing
tide decorations surely exceeded in 33 and 600 pounds of mail, the giant James L. Rogers
V. McIntyre
beauty any previous years, and the Zeppelin took off from Lakehurst. N. A.
J-, Aug. 8, and on Aug. 29 returned Joe Ohtonen
background for all this was a level . there after having covered 19.500 Axel Erkkela
Alvah Simmons
blanket of snow that made perfect miles with refueling stops in Fred- John P. Therre
the picture inseparable from the richshafen, Germany; Tokio, and Charles ISoderberg
J Jesse A. Mills
Los Angeles.
romance of Christmas time in New
Durlng it, flight the Graf f!ew over Charles Stinson
W. O. Yates
England.
And moreover there was the Atlantic ocean, the principle B. V. Simmons
abroad such an army of holiday s-liop- ei,ies of Euro|>c. the barren wastes of A. E. Spear
Siberia, the Pacific Ocean and the W. A. Studley
pers as that the merchants at the principle cities of the United States O. Wincapaw
. Ira E. Perry
end of it found their accounts regis- The Tokio to Lsis Angeles leg of the A. P. Gray
terlng one of the most gratifying Hight was a record breaking achievc- , E. 8. Carroll
Laurence S. Weaver
. ............ j •
...
ment in itself as it marked the first A.
V. Orff
totals ever recorded in this connec,, ,
,,
...
| time the Pacific Ocean had been T r. Carroll
“on1 spanned by a flying machine without Allen D. Leach
______________
! a stop.
D. ip. Me Edwards
H. Leach
•I Only two slig-ht mishaps marred the John
II L. Tibbetts
A REAL SENATOR
flight. one being a scraping of the J. L. Griffin
ship against its hangar in Kreid- T. G. Messer
The new Republican senator from i richshafen and the other being the w A. Burns

William M. Payson
James Cash. Jr., of Harvard Law public attention but a short time.
Richard P. Lufkin
Willis R. Lufkin
CoMege. claims that while p'ayirtg However, in England and Scothtnd
J. M. Miller
golf Nov. IS. 1929, he drove the ball investment trusts have been in <|>:rWilliam R. Lufkiu
within a short distance of the h de. ation and generally used by the pubHenry Vose
and the earthquake shook it. just as lie since 1863—or for a period of 66 (
W. II. Smith
Virgil F. Hoffses
it landed, and dropped it in, for a hole years. They are very -popular
Willis Thompson
England.
in one.
Samuel F. Miller
* * * »
• ♦ • ♦
John Hanley
Donald Staekpolc
Do not be misled into buying stock
Mussolini is now planning an ex
Alden Merrifield
tensive air police force, to hafldle in any investment trust until you
Ross Leland
traffic, under the direction of a de have had expert advice -from your
Warrick Vose
C. A. Brazier
partment of the national government, banker, or Babson, or some such au
Horace Vase
thority, as to the standing of the
lie is ahead of all of us.
Maurice Brazier
iimtlMiiy in which you intend to in
G. W. Carroll
John W. Buzzell
'I have had this car for eight vest. There are many bad ones.
B. C. Wlnchenbaugli years, and never had a wreck,” re- Those .that are badly managed someR H. McKinney
marked a Camden boy to his girl, to times have tlve fanciest names
Everett Wall
F. E. Aylward
gain her confidence. She looke I at I mime that indicates security. Never
Clifton Conary
the car. smiled sweetly, ancL replied: buy anything because of a name.
W. F Duev
' What you mean to say is that you The words “investment.” “trust,” “se
W. W. Prescott
George E. Thomas
have had that wreck for eight years, curity." mean nothing when used as
Austin Gerrlsh
the name of a company unless the
and never had a car.”
Kenneth B. Heald
♦ • ♦ ♦
men running that cumpany arc com
Hospital has a capacity of 75
c Yeruly Grey
The Knox County General
William Wright.
Sometimes it works and sometimes petent men.
beds
and equipment that in
Pn.nital.
at
Rockland,
is
one
Eugene Thomas
it doesn't. Charles E. Davidson. 27.
Ernest A Heath
cludes almost every modern
The
Boston
ioston
market
is
now
flooded
,
||
of
I
’
ettalunKi.
Calif.,
was
stone
deaf
of
the
finest
institutions
of
its
Harry Sylvester
ousands upon thousands of | h
device for the treatment of the
for two years, and had his hearing with tho
(hover C Bridges
kind to be found anywhere.
Walter Connon
ly first class' used cars at jj
restored in a 85-minute airplane ride. absolutely
sick and injured. The Nurses’
New,
modern,
beautiful
in
de

Leroy Hunter
«♦ * •
prices lower than ever befoie con
Jonatlian Gardner
Home, with accommodations
sign
and
construction,
ably
Nov. 28. in Ijondon. a new thingem- sidered probable. And this is prob
Merle Hutchinson
for 40 people, is beautifully
staffed, and completely
Robert Simpson
b ib for the wireless was demonstrat ably true of other large cities
Maynard Crockett
* * • *
furnished and arranged for
ed. It eliminates congestion. Stations
equipped
it
is
an
institution
of
Burnell Simpson
There is a chap over in China sai l
wiH not overlap during reception.
comfort and convenience of the
K. R Keene
which any community might
Vrancto Hunter
There are now 25 stations between to he 252 years old. He ha* sur
nurses.
well be proud.
Walter S. Tripp
300 and 600 meters on your radio vived 23 wives and is now living with
The Rockland National Bank
Oliver Holmes
The
fact
that
Rockland
has
«o
tlie
24th
wiiA
It
doesn't
sound
rea

dial.
With
this
new
doo-hickey,
in

Adclpbus O. Butler
is proud of the small part it has
vented by James Robinson of the sonable. After the first dozen wives,
fine a hospital is due to the per
L. W. Benner
Earle C. 4 ha pies
been permitted to play in mak
Royal Air Forces, you can get 5,0<h» any man, Chinaman or Hottentot
sistent
efforts
of
a
small
group
T F Keating
stations instead of 25 in the same would have known lictter.
ing possible so fine an institu
W. II. Thomas
of local citizens, enthusiastic co
* * • •
space, and there will he no interfer
II. T Small
tion as the Knox County Gen
operation
from
Rockland
peo

(ieorge H. Sliutc
Don
’
t
think
we
are
the
only
peo

ence whatsoevw. Glory be.
eral
Hospital. This is hut one
k E Herrick
ple,
and
the
generosity
of
• ♦ • •
ple buying everything on the install
Gilbert Rogers
of the ways in which this
After all the fun poked at the mod ment plan. Tlie natives of the Island
Cyrus H. K. Curtis and Mr.
N. B. Packard
Villa Pumphrey
bank has shown its whole
ern drug store for carrying sand of Java, almost on the opposite side
and Mrs. Edward W. Bok,
Earl Storer
of
the
earth
from
us,
ride
around
on
wiches.
toys,
talking
machine
rec

hearted interest in all that con
Mayuard Young
Knox County's three greatest
ords. second-hand books and elec American built bicycles, sold to them
Jesse Tolman
cerns the welfare of Rockland
benefactors.
James k Yeykel
trical equipment, to mention a few. on the installment plan.
and Knox County people.
Curtis Weed
The
Knox
County
General
' the chain drug stores are now se ling
John O. Btevens
at this season the real paper-shell
Alfred I. du Pont. Wilmington. Ih 1 .
Alfred (MacFarland
pecans at a bargain price of 40 cents powder king, is putting in force a
Charles Young
J. Warren Everett
a pound. One chain in New York last system of pensioning aged and needy
Percy Studley
season sold 120 tons. They were $1 persons in that State. Old' age pen- j
Joseph Bradlee
a pound in Miami.
sions> is a subject that is being dis- .
Earl Dyer
E. E. Thorndike
cussed more and more each year.
Aubrey Clark
A new horticultural curiosity just This is necessary because even now ;
William Spear
ROCKLAND, MAINE
arrived for the Christinas season is 60 per cent of all aged persons are
Edward C. Morrison
Arthur Marshall
the California topepo. It is a cross dependent on relatives or pensions,
L E. Blackington
between a pepper and a tomato and
A. T Blackington
J is supposed to have the fine points of
A news story from London says
J*ee E. Mank
Frank Larrabee
both families. The fancy fruit stores that in the past 12 months 38 bi lion. 1
H A Duffell. Jr.
| carry them.
or 38.293 million cigarets were
Rockland’s Oldest
Will Counee
smoked in the United Kingdom. Di- 1
Maitland Jackson
Douglass F. Libby
Did you ever try the Jerusalem vided equally between every m in. '
Ralph H. Robinson
artichoke in soups and stews. They woman and child, would allow 912 >
Arthur E. Davis
are back again for the winter as an- cigarets each per year, or about three ,
Horace- Josselyn
Leland Drinkwater
also those little green onions called a day. This record exceeds the United
Winfield tiuowdeal
■'shallots.” that they ship north States. Our ratio here is 856 ciga
Emertoii B. Gross
I from New Orleans.
rets i>er year for each tnun, woman
Archie M. Huntley
• • * •
and child. How many do you smoke?
Lester Sherer
W. A. Fogg
Why are more than 20.090 Anieri- i
....
needs the support of the entire mem- support. Keep politicians -out of tlie
William Richards
cans living in Paris, 10,000 in Italy
George A. Parker, Massachusetts
HARRIMAN’S DEFEAT
G. F. Andrews
1 ership for the next two years, but Grange, those who want to uso the
land other thousands in all European registrar of motor vehicles, says that
Leo B. Crooker
Worthy Master Crawford, so let Grange for their own selfish pur
Jasper Chapin
j countries, making a grand total of ; out of 30.000 per-vns questioned by
Obadiah Gardner Has Word every Patron in Maine rally to his poses.”
Charles R. Chapin
f
00.000
Americans
living
abroad?
his
office
last
year,
after
they
had
Willard C. <’haplu
Head what M. Morand, distinguished figured in motor car accidents, only
Robert W. Studley
To Say About the Recent
William E. Heath
French author, says in Harper's ' six were truthful enough to admit
At the Sign of
Falward Leonard
Grange Contest
liazaar.
, that they had been driving faster
iNorlh National Bank
Wilbur A. Fogg
* • • •
than 20 miles an hour when the acci( arl E. Davis
In the late stock hurricane we | dent happened. Only one single man
F. M. Knight
The defeat of Merle J. Harriman as
Lester W. Alley
heard a lot about investment trusts. ; in the 3".000 admitted that he had a candidate for master of the State
Sidney Sprague
This investment scheme is compara- been at all at fault. That is a very Grange has left a trail of bitterness
John H. MeLoon
1929
A. C. IMcLoon
tively new in the United States, and I bad record—six truthful men in
and newspaper controversy, which
John G. Simmons
has been popular enough to attract. 30,000.
B. B. Smith
would make it appear that some po
Maynard Thomas
H. R. Connors
litical logrolling was done. Former
Airs. Mildred Rider
NEW RACING RULES
WHANG THEY GO!
LIKE THE RINGS
Stafe Master Obadiah Gardner of
Paul H. Start
Howard Hatch
Rockland joins the open forum. The
Albert T. Grant
OF THE GREAT OAK
Boxing To Be Resumed At One of Them, Thank Good- following extracts are made from his
1 fouling of an electric wire in Los ]
Kansas, Henry J. Allen, has refreshJohn Welch
Morris B. Perry
ing views with respect to the real ‘ tTp Grafs flight was hailed by mil- George Payson
Empire
Theatre
With
Five
ness,
Will
Prevent
Excesletter
which
appeared
in
a
Portland
Henry C. Simmons
D. G. Hodgkins
Wallace Spaulding
newspaper Thursday:
business of Ihe United States Senate, lions throughout the world and it is Lawrvnvc
I.'Morton
Star Bouts Friday Night
sive Scoring
Each year of this Bank’s service repre
/I \ kinmr
Herbert L. Larrabee
"Since the close of the session in
which lie declares is not represented s!»fe •» sa.v that it marked a new era j
’ »«?ey
P. iS. Wincapaw
sents
a circle of achievement. Like the
Percy E. Hill
in grand jury tactics of summoning ln
c‘Y?f»u7’t "! 1+10 alr', AI’ fA"15 E„
Since harness racing was "invent Bangor, various politicians have seen
Five star bouts have been signed
HavM O. Hill
most immediately after completion Mailer F. Britto
ed
”
a
great
drawback
front
tlie
spec

up by Manager George W. Bachelder
deep significance in the result of the
I esse Feyler
great oak, it is steadily growing in
citizens to appear before its lobby of tpe flight, contracts for the con- Clarence E. Davis
tators' standpoint has been the cxlames A. CUckrest
jl,t,!rest'^"diu
election of master, as a severe repri
to signalize the opening of the box- eesslve Bcoring. Bad actlng
committee and assailing in debate struction of dirigibles similar to the Laforcst
Harry B. Hall
B. Daucett
strength.
Make it your banking home.
F. C. Davis
ing season next Friday night, and may be excused hut this has largely mand because he stoAl squarely
those who criticise inaction on the Graf were let in the United .States by Gen. 'L. Jackson
Roy B. Howl in
William E. Haskell
both
the
government
and
private
in

i the main bout will have as its stake been the fault of bad-acting drivers. upon tile unanimous action of the
tariff. “This habit of raising our
Herbert Churchill
F <5. Greighton
terests
75 YEARS CONTINUOUS SERVICE
But it appears that hereafter there State Grange taken at Augusta in '
Uarren Gardner
Mayuard Hills
the lightweight championship of the
voices and threatening an investiga
Flying men in all parts of the world Edward A. Alden
H S. Davis
will be a drastic change for the bet 1928, in contra-distinction of those
, State. Tlie contestants will he Paul ter. A revision of the rules of har
Francis IHjw
tion of every man who criticises us were lavish in their praise of the Zep F. P Hewett
Albert Larscu
Junior of Lewiston and Johnny Raury ness-horse racing was made by rep wiio had not strength enough in that i
E. Brewster
misrepresents this body,” says the pelin’s feat and many of them de- E.
baiter Carroll
Ve'rtner
(Beckett
'of Portland. Paul Junior recently resentatives of The Trotting Club. session, so that they did not dare go
] dared that it proved conclusively the William .Sidcusparkcr Earl Davis
Senator. “Many of us have become ; "superiority cf lighter-than-aircraft
sent Bud Fisher to the showers, and National. American and Harness- on record.
George Parker
D. I’. Wliitncy
it necessarily must ibe a good man
Maynard Ingraham
unduly obsessed by our constitutional over heavier-than-aircraft, especial- Truman Sawyer
.
..
.
4
.
horse associations at the joint rules
(i. Washington Miller who
W. J. Spear
can dispose of that lad in five committec meot,n(f
Chlcago ,ast
“I attended the Bangor session, not l
immunities. Fear of criticism is tlie ' ly for over-water travel,
iklwiii H. Bowers
Harold W. (Simmons
rounds. The Lewiston boy has also week.
as a delegate, but simply because 1
Fred Wallace
mark of shallowness. Strong men,
Enos 8. Parks
defeated Young Chaulifaux. who had
Harold Brown
Stanley A. Miller
Written into the code is a rule that wanted to. 1 had absolutely nothing i
WANT TO KEEP HIM
willing to lay down their lives, if need
previously claimed the State chain- •, will cuib excessive scoring, as it to do with the election, either for or j
<’. E. Rhodes. Jr.
Flores C Wellman
Walter
Lermond
T.
T.
Black
pionsiiip.
Baury,
his
opponent
in
the
j
be, for the thing they believe to be
makes it mandatory for the judges to against any candidate for any office,
Bert Donnell
G. J. Mank
forthcoming match, has been going ' request an offending reinsman to se and yet the morning of the election
right, spend very little time yelling But Outlying Districts Must 15. W. Borneman
Jacob Ncwbert
like
a
house
afire
in
Portland,
and
Fred Wellman
k -Miller
cure another driver. Failure of the while sitting in the corridor below’
at their critics, scolding their detrac
Help If Scout Executive Percy
John Marshall
has 23 scalps dangling from his belt.
W. J. King
misbehaving driver to act promptly the hall where the meeting was held,
John Leach
tors, or seeking to bulldoze those they
E. Kyllonen
The other bouts on this big hill in calls for his suspension and the dis talking with a friend, one of those '
Henry Bryant
Eugene Feyler
Remains
clude
K.
O.
Labbe
of
Lewiston
vs.
K.
regard as their enemies.” We felt
Burton F. Richards
professional politicians” who had !
Ernest L. Starrett
qualification of his horse.
<). -Stevens of Foxcroft; Ted Kid
C E. Rhodes. Hr.
glad when tlie present governor of ; A committee of tlie executives of G. A. .Martin
Th£ eligibility classification was been hanging around during the en- Carl A. Ripley
I C’oumier of Lewiston vs. Eli Blouin
J. W. Stevens
also changed to provide for a more tire session, and before 1 knew who
Kansas appointed to the senate litis ■ tlie lo>al Boy .Scout Council was held (’ A. Simmons
Herbert Merrifield
| of Auburn; Al. Parent of Augusta vs.
rapid money from one class to an was elected master, approached us
Arnold Salminen
former governor of that great slate. | at the Chamber of Commerce last Lee Farris
J
Joa
Kid
Lee
of
Portland;
and
Young
Martin Hamalaino
Clareme Spear
other. Under the table used this and said "I .can see your line Italian
Jack Delaney of Lewiston vs. Young
Frank Thorndike
He is one of the country’s highest night. What began as a routine J. k Fullerton
past year, a horse could race for small hand in the result of this election.”
meeting later developed into a lively
E. Stewart Orbetou j Firpo of Gardiner.
E. Hartwell
, type of Republicans, who will give session. It appeared that the con T.
purses and win often without much
“While I had no active part in the
Raymond A. JPoolei'
Harold 1. Drewctt
[ Al. Parent is the flyweight cham
J. S. Wardwell
of a change in classification. Next work of the session, I am not entire
distinction to tho chief legislative stituents of the various members are Peter Herkkincn
pion
of
Maine.
A. F. Rogers
S. B. Kallocli
j-ear up to the 2.16 class; the move ly blind, and had ample time to ob- ’
body and who when ho speaks will insisting upon the retention of tlie Llovd G. Siiumous
Delaney and Firpo, who appear in
L. M. tStrout
will be quicker and more equitable serve what was going on and could ,
services of Sroiit Executive John W. (’. T. LMoody
Harry Pushaw
the curtain-raiser, are a pair of hot
be listened to.
Under the new order, a horse will not hut observe the activity and in
A. B. Stevenson, Jr.
Thompson. Some scout executives Charles H. Ring
tamales, according to Manager BachKarl Dyer
have even gone so far as to state that Harry fM. Flint
elder. and their bout will be a fore he eligible to the 2.30 elass until it terest manifested by certain poli
(ieorge
Nash
Lewis
H.
Daucctte
wins $50; 2.29, $100; 2.28 $200; 2.27, ticians, not members of the Grange, !
It is ill ways a pleasure to note their resignations will follow his. It
runner of an evening of rare sport
David .Goldberg
Maurice T. Hall
$300; 2.26. $400; 2.25, $500; 2.24. $600; hanging around like vultures, so deep ,
Borne special manifestation of enter is well known that powerful circles • John T. Berry
Joseph Richardson
with the mitts.
2.23. $700; 2.22, $800; 2.21. $900; 2.20, was their interest witli respect to
Leroy Kalloch
Mill lam E. Daggett
Tliis exhibition is to take place at
prise upon .t^e part of our Maine con in Scoutipg are desirous of seourir
B C. Kaler
James H. Doherty
$1,000; 2.19, $1,500; 2.18, $2,000; 2.17, what the Grange might do.
“F*!nger-tip control” of money usually
Mr. Thompson’s services. The
Empire Theatre, which has been I
J. E. Elliot
temporaries—for example the forty terests of the outlying sections of this George K. .Moody
“I suppose I am old fashioned, but
leased for the winter for this pur- I $2,500, and 2.16, $3,000.
Clark Staples
William Robbins
The”list for the fastest classes re 1 claim that any one holding an ex
page issue with which the 'Caribou district were uppermost in the discus Archie W. Bowley
Alton K. Foster
means no control at all. The best way is
pose. Every seat is a good one.
mains unchanged.
Maynard Leach
John W. Burns
9
ecutive or administrative office in
Republican celebrates tho closing sion.
Ralph Nsitt
Herbert
W.
Keep
The
new
tables
should
work
out
to
It has been suggested that this dis K. E. Maxey
to put a good part of your money safely
A husband gets mad if his wife as
the State Grange, is in duty bound |
Frank Brown
hours of 1929. It is no unusual thing
trict he affiliated witli the towns from (). C. Daggett
Herbert Hlnunons
sumes that he has time for trifling the advantage of the tracks giving no matter what his or her private 1
smaller
purses
and
to
owners
of
all
to encounter the city dailies in the Brunswick to Belfast under a new Joseph
Harry Berman
Ingraham
away in a bank account just out of reach
household errands, and his wife gets
opinion may Jje respecting the action j
except a very few horses campaigned tliut the delegates may put the order |
William Brown
W. Lufkin
form of forty pages, but when a coun system which would do away witli a Fred
mad if he pretends that he hasn’t.
'M. Blackington Jolin Anderson.
over
them.
of your finger-tips, where it won’t be spent
try weekly spreads itself to that resident executive. ’llie committee Judson J. bevensellcr Harold A. Dean
Another forward step was the adop on record as committed to either for i
feared that tlie outlying districts Arthur W. Gray
Scguid Stein
or against; all such officers are j
extent tlie public sits up and gives would he deprived of service and all Winfield «. Richards L. A. Grant
tion
of
a
rule
that
will
require
every
j Earle B. Drinkwater
('. i.M. IE Keene
too easily and perhaps foolishly.
G. E. McNim
horse raced after Jan. 1, 1931, to be morally hound to do one of two things. I
B. L Wdrr
respectful attention to the perform opportunity for new charters under Earl M. Butler
} T. B. Mi lnnis
They are hound to use their best’ef- |
Walter Low
f'lcdii A. Butler
Frank Rider
registered
with
the
American
Trot

! .Maurice Athcarn
S. C. French
ance. In particular its country con the new National policy.
Kenneth Daggett
R. E. Jordan
forts to carry out the mandate of the
ting Register Association.
It was voted to sec if the adjoining B. H Keller
George Jamevon
Donald H. Farrand
M. M. Daggett
order, or resign their office, both in
temporaries understand tlie burden towns will not make a financial con Ralph
W T. Smith
K. P. Spear
A. T. Norwood
A. Gillis
Have a Savings Account
Walter H. Rogers
Fred k Fern a Id
Elmer Kaler
The farm horse should be w intered justice to themselves and the order
which it lays upon the office facili tribution sufficient to retain the snrv- Leo H. La (’nurse
Nelson C. Carr
Clifford G. Fernald
which they are supposed to repre
Archie Rackliff
Oscar Young
economically,
but
kept
in
a
thrifty
ties and yield applause to the entire i ices cf .Mr. Thompson and completo Jxto.v E. Harding
L. F. <l»asc
Di Lee A. Ellis
R. H. Rackliff
I condition.
It is bad management sent, any other course is both treach
Keep it Growing
H. L Davis
George W. Wood
H. U Robbins
Al Young
staff. Those are hustling people, up the work which lie has begun.
Jeruel Hall
James (Jray
to let the horse lose weight in the erous and cowardly.
Randall B. Jones
Wflliam Long
H. E. Thurlow
E. C. Bridges
Eddie Post
in tlie Aroostook region, and tlie disEverybody knows how to express a Rusaell E. Bartlett
I winter and then feed him heavily
John '.Mathews
W. W. Overlook
V P. Hall
Miss Bertha McIntosh
| just before the rush of spring work
No honest Patron would for a
tended advertising columns of this complaint but few can utter a grace- Winfield Robbins
Mrs. K. Blackington
H. a. Clark
Colby A. Moore
I The liberal use of roughages, supple moment condemn’Brother Harriman,
Kenneth {Blackington
K. H Barter
Edward -B. Vose
issue of the Itcniildican
eloauentlv ! f"' compliment.
it s a matter of E. B. Barron
epublican eloquently
eomplim. nt. It's
Maynard Young
John E. Rlple.v
F. E. Burkett
Emery Ellis
mented with other nutritious feed, for earnestly and honestly using all
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How Christmas manifested itself in
the orient is illustrated by the dinner
given to twelve thousand Armenian
boys and girls, homeless and parent
less young folks who have been wards
of the Near East Relief, that splendid agency supported through these
lean years since the World War by
the generous people of the United
State®. In the words of the press
despatch, detailing this gigantic feast
within the shadow of historic Mount
Ararat, where Noah’s Ark made its
landing, we read:
The “feast” did not consist of
turkey, as it might have in the United
States, blit of fatted calves. American
pumpkin pie Aid cranberry sauce
were provided by the American
nurses who had been preparing for
today’s event for a whole month.
This is believed to have been the larg
est single Christmas dinner given by
American charity in any part of the
world. Nothing like it has ever been
seen in Soviet Russia, and certainly
no Armenian children since the flood
ever ate so well. After Dr. Joseph
Beach, of Yale University, director
of the Near East Relief, conveyed
Christmas greetings to the children
from the American people, the Ameri
can nurses and relief workers pre
sented each child with an outfit of
warm winter clothing made by
American women and girls who con
tributed to the Near East Relief.
After that, the 12.000 youngsters, the
girls dressed in immaculate white and
the boys in blue, formed themselves
on the field in front of Mount Ararat
into gigantic human letters, reading,
“America, you saved us!”
Some of the money that made these
things possible was contributed by
the people hereabouts who read this
article. It must be a source of satis
faction to them to know that they
had a hand in such an occasion.
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Emery Trafton and Theodore Bird
(eft Christmas Day for Boston where
they have enrolled at the Northeast
ern University.

Yield Fine Fruit For Children
of Three Rockland Sun
day Schools

Her. M—Prof.
A.
lecture before
tile Ktinkcftpeere Society el tlie Copper Kettle.
Her. 31—Harmony Club Ball at Temple
hall.
Jan. 3 (4 p. tn. and 7.13)—Educational
Club's regular meeting at Hie Copper Kettle.
Jan. 3-4 Annual meeting of Maine State
Manley T. Perry of (he Park Street
Nurses’ Association ln Ilangor.
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the
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At the Congregational Church to Morgan, with Miss Hope Greenhalgh
Camden and Glen streets, built for
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will at the piano. Miss Ellen Cochran as
Herbert L. Oxton. and which later
Recent letters received by H. SI. became the property of Aubrey Clark preach on the subject "The Day master of ceremonies was assisted in
Nosres from the son of his cousin, of Camden, was damaged about $2,500 Dreams of the Youthful Jesus.” the distribution of gifts and candy
Thad C. Carver of Pratt, Kansas, early yesterday morning, as the result Louise Bickford will sing as a solo bags by Iaiwrence Pike and Arthur
states that the latter Is undergoing of a fire which broke out in the south "Iesu Bambino,” by I’letro Yon. The Jordan. There was a large attend
a severe operation at the Mayo clinic ern end of the structure and burned Church School will convene at the ance of children xvith their parents
at Rochester, Minn.
His friends through the floor. The exact origin noon hour. The Comrades of the and friends, all agreeing that the
herealsiuts will be glad to learn that of the blaze has not been determined. IWay will meet in tho vestry at 6 party was a wholly delightful one.
the operation bids fair to be a suc A frozen hydrant proved a hindrance o'clock.
The Congregational Sunday School
cessful one at the hands of these to the firemen, and in this emergency
held its Christmas party Monday
world famous specialists, xvith a good the chenNcal lines proved friends
First Church of Christ, Scientist aiternoon, which seemed a wise move
prospect of a permanent cure being in need. The principal portion of the Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday as Santa Claus had no difficulty in
fire damage was the destruction of morning service at 10.30 o'clock. getting there in person. No set pro
effected.
the floor, but the loss from water and Subject of lesson sermon, “Christian gram was given, but various classes
The Science Lesson for Thanksgiving presented exercises including songs
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 reading room is located at 400 Main xvas the song given by three of the
held Monday with these guests from
the Auxiliary to the Arey-Heal Post penters for alterations and repairs. street, over Daniels’ jewelry store, children of Dr. and Mrs. Enxery How
and is open each week day from 2 to ard, who sang "Under the Stars One
of Camden: Mrs. Ethel Anderson.
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18
meeting and a joke Christmas tree
Choral Eucharist and sermon at 10.30: charge, distributing gifts and candy
proved much fun. Cards and games, and his wife 16. The dialogue which
church school at noon; choral vespers bags to the youngsters. The vestry
together with buffet lunch, made the ensued across the aldiermanic table
at St. John Baptist Church at 5 p. m.. was festive in Christmas deckings,
affair long to be remembered Mrs. in Court this morning shows ex
Wednesday, Feast of the Circumci with the Christmas tree, of course,
Margaret Kelley and Mrs. Elizabeth tremely disturbed conditions of the
sion.. Holy Communion at 7.30; even the center of attraction.
Barton, were hostess.
domestic atmosphere, with a row, song at 7.30 p. m. Friday, Litany and
verbal or otherwise, every time there devotions at 7.30.
FEBRUARY JURORS
A Christmas tree for 400 persons, Has a suggestion that Mrs. McLain
with a present for everybody, was wished to attend a dance. The hus
Rev.
Stanley
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of
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probably the most ambitious event of band has his own views as to the
Drawn For Knox County's
that sort pulled off in Rockland. The moral conditions at some of these state superintendent, will preach at
. scene was Temple hall, the guests functions, and apparently didn't wislt the Church of Immanuel (CniversaFirst Term of Superior
were employes of the Eastern Divi his wife to be a participant. Thurs list) at 10.30 iSunday morning. The
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“
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sion of the Central Maine Power day they quarreled on the subject,
Court—Seven Women
Company and members of their gpd McLain, in self defense, he says, iNot Ye, O Israel.” Lansing and Mrs.
Morgan,
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and
Mr.
Wyllie,
families, and the wholesale Santa swat his wife's pretty nose, leaving a
Jurors have been draxvn for the
Claus was Charles E. Gregory. The very visible scar. After he had re tenor, will give the duet “Angel of February term of Knox County SuLight.
”
C.
Whitney
Coombs.
Knick

fund of $175 which made the occasion tired, and was almost in the arms of
lierior Court, xvhlch is historical as
possible consisted of prize money won Morpheus, Mrs. McLain socked him erbocker Class and church school will it will be the first term of Superior
meet
at
noon.
Junior
Y.P.C.U.
at
3
by the division in the various drives on the bean and again on the neck,
Court e»er held in this county. Tho
and campaigns. Special mention is leaving a lump on the former and a p. m. and Senior Y.PjC.U. at 6 o’clock. list folloxvs:
Miss
Irma
Fickett
will
sing
at
the
made of the handsome decorations bruise on the latter. The flashlight
Harvey W. Ames,
Vinalhaven
which were directed by Al. Young, the was undamaged. Judge Miller called latter service.
William A. Bradford;
Friendship
♦
•
♦
»
»
music by the Central Maine Orchestra the affair a draw, but as the respond
Philip L. Brown,
North Haven
and the nice refreshments.
“The Old and the New.” will be Mr. Hollis A. Burgess,
ent liaN pleaded guilty he was forced
Vinalhaven
to impose a sentence which proved MacDonald’s subject at the New Ellen L. Buttonaer,
Rockland
Everybody who attends tlie football tn be $5 and costs, amounting to Year’s service at the First Baptist
Leroy Cunningham,
Washington
games at Orono, or wherever the $12.72.
Church on Sunday morning. The Marcus Chandler.
Camden
University of Maine team plays, is
•Church School will hold its session at Mrs. Grace S. Daniels,
Rockland
quite certain to form an acquaintance
12. The Christian Endeavorers will Iva M. Cummings,
AT NORTH HAVEN
Union
with the college mascot. This ac
discuss “Youth’s Needs That Christ Elmer C. Davis.
Rockland
quaintance is generally a log dis .■ At the church Sunday night the Can Meet.” in their meeting at 6 p. m.
Richard A. Davis,
Cushing
tance affair, but ’’Bananas” is always
pageant ‘,‘To All People” will be given. and Nelson Hokes will lead. “The Edxvard B. Grinnell,
Appleton
very much in the foreground. Hence It is expected the orchestra will also Final Question For 1929,” will be the
Rockport
many persons will read with Inter
sermon subject at 7.15. The hymns Henry Lamson.
Rockland
for the “big sing” will lie selected by Alexander McDonald,
est this Associated Press paragraph: Way.
Thomaston
the nurses of the congregation. There William B. Matthews,
"Bananas X, the bear mascot of the
Here’s the answer. Why spend a
Thomaston
University of Maine, opines he isn't lot of money at this time for your will be special music at all the serv Alexandria M. Mayo,
Warren
going to be fooled by the present automobile license, driving license, or ices. The annual watch night serv Mrs. Adelaide Norxvood,
Rockland
manifestations of a tough winter. tax. or put your car axvay for the ice will be ljeld on Tuesday evening Artist L. Pease,
Owl’s Head
Bananas, usually in hibernation at winter months, when you can make beginning at 7.15 with the regular Vinal B. Perry.
Rockland
this time of the year, was reported arrangements xvith Frederick U. prayer and praise meeting. A social Harry T. Rising.
St. George
at the university bear house to be Waltz to pay these charges and you period will follow at 9 o’clock. The Joseph T. Simmons,
•
St. George
wide awake and giving every indi make very small xveekiy payments at closing period will be a consecration Fred H. Smalley,
Warren
cation that the winter will be a mild reasonable interest. Call 392-M for period leading up to 12 o’clock, and Clarence M. Spear.
Ernstus F. Stahl.
Camden
the New Year.
one."
imformatlon.—adv.
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Mrs/ Evelyn Vining,
Hope
ANNUAL MEETING ROCKLAND LOAN A
Harold Wilson,
Camden
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
Flavor a fexx- glasses of your apple
“What May Christ’s Ascension
Arthur K. Walker,
Rockport
The annual meellnc of llie shareholders of
nm
niaiiu Loan ..... »...« Association
...
.... —
Itovklanri
A Building
will
lie jelly wlth n,'nt extract and color with Mean To Us?” will be the theme of Mrs. Grace York,
South Thomaston
IwW* at"lie oilkv
vegetable coloring. Tlie jelly the New Years Message at Pratt
School street. Rockland, Maine, Monday will be enjoyed xvith lamb.
Memorial Methodist Church at the
Good health and good spirits result
evening January 13, 1930, at 7 o’clock for the
morning worship hour.
Sunday from eating the delicious foods pre
following purpose'.):
School
convenes
at
noon.
The
Ep

First. To listen to. and act upon tlie re
pared ili the kitchen of Manley T.
MICK1E SAYS—
ports of tile officers.
worth League will be led ii#the dis Perry's Park Street Sea Grill.—adv.
Second. To choose a board of eleven direc
cussion of their New Year’s topic at
tors and an auditor.
6 p. m. by Parker Young. At the
Thl.-d. To b-anaaet any other business that
WELL,FOLKS, tBEEkl GHASIkia
evening service at 7.15 the chorus
may legally come before tlie meeting.
H. (I.Gt RIlY. Secretary.
choir will render this miscellaneous
MEWS ITEMS AU. (MV. AMP AU
Rockland, Maine, Dec 2k. 1929.
l’di-S-3
program of Christmas music:
I GOTTA SAM IS TWAT TV’ GREAT

Our Famous

RED TAG SALE
il

Today and All Next Week

••♦•

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND
NATIONAL BANK

Notice is hereby given max me annual
meeting of the Stockholders of the Rockland
National Bank will be held at its hanking
rooms on Tuesday. January 14, 1030. at 10
o'clock a. m. to tlx the number of and elect
a Hoard of Directors for llie ensuing year,
and to transact such oilier business as may
properly come before the meeting.
Per order,
JDSHl’H EMERY, Cashier
ltochland, Me.. Dec. 3. 1929.
154-2
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
tlie Security Trust Company will be held al
Ils banking rooms at Rockland. Maine, on
Tuesday. January 11. 1930. at 10 o’clock
.X. XI. for the choice of a Board of Directors
and an Kxeentlve Committee for the ensuing
year, and for the transaction of such busi
ness as may legallv come before them.
J. C. PERKY. Clerk.
Rockland. Maine. December 12. 1929.
.
130-8-5

'-------- —------- ----------------------------------L
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GEORGES NA
TIONAL BANK

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Tlie Georges National of Thomaston will be
held at the banking rooms of said bank on
Tuesday January 14. 1930 at 19 o'clock A. .XI.
for the’ purpose of fixing the number and
electing a board of Directors for the ensues
year and of transacting any other business
that may legally come before them.
Per order.
L * I.EVEVSAbr.K. Cmhlrr

P3-8-3

AMtfUOAM PUBLIC AlklTGCff MO
IDEA MOW MUCH ROMMIWG 'ROUUP
AMD ASKIU' OUESYIOUS AUP

TELEPMOUIklGAM'eWEeKlMG
IT TAKES TO FILL TH' OOUJMMS
OF A NEWSPAPER, WHICH IS
WHY WE APPRECIATE it when
FOLKS Seup im items

Prelude—Largo

....................................... Goumd

Organ, (Miss Mabel F. Lamb, piano, Miss Carol
Gardner, violin. Mrs. Emma iHarvey
Chorus—The Hush of Night Hath Fallen
................................................................. Spence
Choir
Tenor—Nazareth .................................. Gounod
Hev. Jesse Kenderdlnc
Contralto solo and chorus—4, Faithful Shep
herds ....................................................... Macy
Miss Carol Gardner and Choir
Soprano—O Holy Night ........................... Adam
Mrs. Alvin Small
Shelley
Anthem—Christmas ...................
■Choir
Mixed Quartette—Away In a Manger, Knight
Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Miss Carol Gardner,
Rev. Jesse Kenderdlnc. Ralph V. Clark
Soprano solo, chorus and violin obligato—The
Angels' (Message ................................ Dressier
Mrs. Alvin Small and the Chorus Choir
Mrs. Emma Harvey, violin
Chorus—Calm On The Listening Ear of
Night ................................... Eduardo Marzo
Soprano—O Little Townof Bethlehem, Spross
Mrs._Jtuth Koster Hoch
Anthem—O Come ToiMyHeart, Lord Jesus
...............................,............................. Ambrose
Choir
Postlude—Selected
Miss Lamb

Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People's Laundry, LImerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo yout
rugs and return them promptly, like

new.

124-tf

DON’T COUGH
USE

McCarty’s

cough

STOP

It is an old fashioned cough mix

Transparent Velvet, regular 7.50; colors, black,
brown, wine, dahlia, 40 in.

$4.85
Chiffon V'elvet, all silk, regular 4.98; black only

$3.98
Chiffon Velvet, our regular 3.50 value; good colors

$2.25
Celanese Flat Crepe, 40 in., a remarkable fabric,
all good colors

98c

time.

from

our

grandmother’s

Used for Coughs and ordi

nary Throat Irritations

Price 50c bottle
Said by

D. L. McCARTY
The Northend Druggist
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled

188-187

.33

12 Momme Japanese Pongee-Silk,

Broken Sizes, Broken Colors, Broken Prices
Value

Sale

McCallum Chiffon, silk to top,

1.95

1.00

Gordon H300,

1.95

1.39

McCallum Service,

1.85

1.39

Gordon V Line,

2.00

1.50

Onyx Lace Clock,

2.50

1.50

Centemeri Embroidered Knee,

2.75

1.50

Fleur-de-lys,

2.50

1.50

Diamond Point,

2.98

1.50

Modelym—2 point,

1.98

1.50

Men’s Black Cashmere,

.50

.25

Children's Gordon Hose, wool,

.75

.37

Ladies' Outsize, black cotton,

.50

.25

1.00

.50

Our regular 1.59 Flat Crepe,

1.29

Misses’ Sport Lisle,

Our regular 1.98 Flat Crepe,

1.69

Silk and Wool (irregulars ol 1.00 number),

Skinners 2.50 Flat Crepe,

1.98

2.49
Skinners 2.98 Satin Crepe,
Mettalic Cloths, were $5 and $6 per yard; now 1.50
Yo-San Crepe, small quantity; yard,
.98
Figured Baronette Satin,
.98
Botany Wool Remnants; yard,
1.50

.59

Don’t Miss This Sale—Store
Closed Next Wednesday—
New Year’s Day

SENTER. CRANE COMPANY

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS

WHITE A MAN OF DEEDS

Monday xvas quite a day for Con
gressman Wallace H. White, Jr., of
the Second Maine District, lie had
the pleasure of seeing his bill pro
longing the life of the Radio Commis
sion passed by both Senate and House
xvithout a 'battle and also saxv his live
years fisheries program measure ap
proved by the House Merchant Ma
rine Committee. This xvith the re
cent announcement of the letting of
Government mail contracts xxhich
will bring about the building of at
least six big ocean going ships, as a
result of the passage of the JonesWhltfc Shipping bill a few months
ago shows that the congressman from
the second district is making a repu
tation for himself at the nation’s capi
tal and getting some important legis
lation passed xvih little open oppo
sition. With such a showing as Mr.
White is making in Washington the
people of Maine cannot afford, to let
him be retired from service now that
he is seeking the senatorship.—Bath
Times.

(By Barbara Hamlin)
Wendell Hollis Thornton. ’30, of
Rockland is president of the Colby
Y.M.C.A., which has been sponsoring
a series of vocational chapel talks.
W. Walter Banton, Bangor district
manager of the Mutual Life Insurance
Company was the last speaker, and
took as his subject, ‘What the Pro
fession of .Life Underwriting Offers
the College Man.”
1/

BORN

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S"

Wishes You A Happy and
Prosperous New Year
399 Main Street

Rockland
156-157
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GEORGE M. SIMMONS E

VOVNG At Rockland, Pee 14. to Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Young, a son, John Cleo.
DAFCHTT -At 'Rockport, Dec. 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlton Daucett, a son.

Thirty Horses on hand, Trotters up to Draft

DIED

(’OIX’OBD—At Rockland, Dec. 28, Jose Golcorfl.
WILLIAMS At Themasten. Dec. 27. Fairfield
i
F. Williams, aged 04 years, 10 mouths, 22
; days.
ANNUAL MEETING

'
'
j
i

The annual meeting of the 'Inrorporators of
Ihe Knox (County General Hospital will he held
iit Tlje William Bok 'Home for 'Nurses, While
street, at 7:30 o'clock p. in., 'Monday, January «. 1930.
A new rwle of By-laws will bo submitted
for action at this meeting.
By order of the President,
KNHBGN OTIS, Secretary
156-lt

Horses; all sizes to 1700 and some nice pairs

One Fresh Cow; several about to freshen
Sleds, double and single; Sleighs and Double

Runner Pungs; also Grocery Wagons

Harness of all descriptions; Robes and Stable,
Street and Storm Blankets

CARO OF THANKS

I wish to thank my neighbors and friends i
for their kind remembrance of flowers and ,
post, cards while at Knox Hospital ; also the
Sunshine Club of (Union Church for favors re
ceived and to doctors and nurses of the hos
pital for their kindly care through mj’ recent
sickness.
Mrs. Treston S. Young
Vinalhaven, Me,
•,

1855

Unwrap meat as soon as it is deliv
ered, and place on a clean plate in
the coldest part of the refrigerator.
A piece of parchment paper may be
loosely laid across the top of the meat
but not wrapped .around it,

The popular toasted sandwiches
are easily made at home, even if you
do not have a special griddle such
as the sandwich shop or drug store
uses.
To make a toasted cheese
sandwich, cut a thin slice of cheese,
season, and lay it between two un
buttered pieces of bread, slip finto
tlie toasting oven, and when deli
cately browned on both sides, serve
hot.

« • * •

Prof. Edward Aimer Thompson, of
tho Curry School of Expression. Bos
ton, will give a recital of “Caponsacohi” in the Alumnae Building Jan.
16. This is tlie fourth opportunity
Colby students have had of hearing
Prof. Thompson, who is noted for liis
dramatic ability.

THE LARGEST YACHT

A good use for stale bread is to
make it into “twice-baked” bread to
accompany soup or salad. Trim the
erusts on each side, making a rec
tangular loaf. The trimmings can he
dried in the oven and rolled out for
bread crumbs. Slice very thinly and
put in a rather cool oven to brown
delicately.
These are crisp and
“crunchy” but not hard. They are
often served In hotels and restau
rants.

From the records kept by Edwin
Lord, Bangor harbormaster, are gath
ered statistics of commerce of the
port for the season \of 19>9. With a
total tonnage of 736,711 arriving in
the nine months period of open avigation, it will he secruthat, although
the old time coasters nave vanished,
Bangor is an important seapoA yet.

♦ ♦ » »

to a pronounced decline in railroad
traffic consequent to the break in the
stock market, operating revenues de
clining from $6,510,06<> in November,
1928, to $6,214,072 hist month. Freight
revenues alone fell off 7.5 per cent.
The railroad also made a charge of
$868,596 against operating revenue
last November, compared with $417,890 last year.

Blohm and Voss, shipbuilders last
Thursday announced they had re
ceived an order for the largest yacht
in their experience. The vessel will
be 410 feet overall and will have a
speed of 18 knots.
The Orion, built
last summer in Kiel, (lermany, for
Jules Forstmann, woolen manufac
turer of New York and Passiac, is
said- to be the largest yacht now in
existence. The Orion is 333 feet long,
is of 3400 tons displacement. Her
maximum speed is HP/fc knots.

STILL ON THE MAP

♦ • ♦ ♦

The first of the concert series will
l»e held Jan 14, with Miss Ruth Webb,
pianist as artist. Baldassare Ferlazzo, Italian violinist, has been en
gaged for the second concert Feb. 11,
and Thomas McLauglilin for tlie last
of the series, March 11.

Fencing lessons are to -be given,
after the Christmas holidays, to any
members of tlie women’s division who
are interested in this sport. This is
an innovation at Colby and many of
the students have already signed up
for it.
• * * *
Miss Florence Webber, assistant to
the personnel staff at Wellesley and
HAD SMALLER REVENUE
a noted vocational guide will he here
The Boston & Maine Railroad I for a week in January Her purpose
earned a net income of $100,723 in i is to aid the students in the choice of
November, compared wit $431,713 in I a vocation and any junior or senior
the corresponding month ast year. may arrange for an individual con
Tho difference was attributed largely ference with her.

ture made from a formula handed
down

Hosiery

Silks

«•*•

Thomaston, .Maine. Due, 2, 1939
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E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldabora
a6tI8TIC

Raaklaal Highland!

MEMORIALS In
STONE

«Stt

Also Reo Cars and Trucks.

Plenty of Accessories for Reo Cars and Truck*

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
23 Tillson Avenue

Rockland

Tel. 4
156-
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JUNIOR RED CROSS

Fording the Canadian Boundary Twice

Longest
In

Suspension

Bridge

World Opened.

aBOVE and below,'the interna/\ tional boundary between the
XJLVnited States and Canada is
being spanned where the Detroit
River separates Ontario and Mich
igan.
Already the two-mile Ambassador
Bridge is linking the people and
interests of the two countries. Fol
lowing a dedicatory ceremony on
Armistice Day, the span was thrown
open for public use on November
15. For three years, it will enjoy
the distinction of being the longest
suspension bridge in the world. By
1933, however, its stretch of 1.850
feet between the two sky-scraping
towers will be forced to take sec
ond place because of the longer
span of the Hudson River bridge
linking uptown New York and Jer
sey. Until the building of the Am
bassador bridge, world distinction
ior the longest suspension span was
enjoyed by the Philadelphia-Cam
den bridge over the Delaware
River its suspended length being
1,750 feet.
In the meantime, dredging ra,
excavating are being rushed r.i the
Detroit-Windsor tunnel. It is ex
pected that, before another year lias

passed, this international thorough
fare also can be in use.
An example of the manner In
which this work is being expedited
is given hv the record accomplished
by Ford trucks in removing 40,000
cubic yards of wet clay from the
Windsor entrance in the short pe-

>22.
Eciov-—Cu:-.'.‘ of ths base spar, of Ambassador Bridge opened between
Detroit and Windsor November 15, is shown by the lower level of the
further cable tower, visible through the rear window of the Ford sedan.

Above—Work on Delroit-VJindsor tunnel is being speeded since opening
of international bridge. Photo shows truck removing clay from Windsor
entrance.

riod of two »t
This record I a distance of three miles each trip
achievement required that the , with a load of two yards of wet
trucks make 35 round trips daily, | clay.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
! I

Every-Other-Da/^
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' Eukope £*cuf'SIONS
By Edwin Ro&rrt Pctre,

8

How to Raise Poultry

How It Contributed Christ
mas Cheer To Service Men
In Hospitals
Not a single disabled or ill service
man or veteran in*the 28 government
hospitals in the eastern half of the
| country was overlooked this Christ
mas by the more than six million
children enrolled in the American
Junior Red Cross. Not only was
there an individual gift from a child
for each patient, but gifts, to spare
were sent for the men who were ad
mitted on Christmas eve, and would
otherwise be unprovided for.
In these hospitals 36.121 men were
under treatment at the beginning of
the present fiscal year. The Juniors
have made it a policy to “adopt’ the
nearest hospital, which they look
after throughout the school term.
The efforts of the Juniors to add
to the Christmas cheer take many '
forms. Whatever they are, they are
generally the product of the hands
of these eager children. For weeks
before Christmas, the classes in home
economics and manual arts are busy
making various articles for use or
amusement. Boys engaged in wood
working turn out book-ends, ash
trays and jig-saw puzzles.
Art
classes make flower-vases for bed
side tables a i d place-cards for the
(’hristmas dinner. Students in the
cooking classes, as the day draws
mar. devote themselves to candies,
cookies and jellies.
As an illustration, the National
Headquarters of the American Red
Cross reports that the pupils in a lit
tle rural school up at Rangeley.
Maine, picked balsam fir and made
it into pillows. These fragrant re
minders of the wild woods were
turned over to a ward of a large naval
hospital where men are making a
brave fight for life. In the North
ern States, children gather ever
greens and send them to hospitals
both in the North and South, where
they are made
into Christmas
wreaths by the men. Not only are
(’hristmas trees provided by such
children for the wards but occasion
ally individual trees are cut for the
bed patients. From the warm regions
of the South come polnsettlas, which
add their gay color to the evergreens.
Pecan nuts are another southern
specialty. Handmade Christmas cards
for the patients to mail to loved ones,
along with decorations for the trees,
i are also sent by the children.
At every holiday throughout the
year, the sick men who have served
or who are serving their country are
I remembered by the Juniors with
friendly greetings. Even the Fourth
of July and Labor Day are provided,
for in advance before the closing of
i the schools in June.
There is at least one full-time Red
j Cross worker at each government
hospital, who directs and coordinates
the recreation program for the con
valescent patients. This time of year
they are busy and happy over Christ
mas preparations.

Dr. LcGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry breeder.

ARTICLE XXVI
THE GREAT MOLTING MYSTERY

The Puzzling Phenomenon of Molt
ing May Be Used as a Valuable
Guide When Culling Flock to
Eliminate Poor Egg Producers.
Editor’s Note—Tills Is another story In a
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written
bv ttie well known national poultry authority,
Ur. L. D. Letlear, V. 8., of St. Louis. The
entire series will appear In this paper. Our
readers are ureed to read them carefully aud
clip them out for future reference.

A rather amusing story has gained
considerable circulation among poul
try fanciers. Young Mrs. Newlywed
stopped the local veterinary on the
street and demanded that he come
over immediately to inspect her flock
of blooded leghorns. A lot of them,
she said, had suddenly become afflict
ed with a strange, apparently conta
gious. malady.
When asked for a description of
this peculiar disease, she explained
that, one after another, they had
ceased laying and then begun to lose
their feathers in a most alarming
fashion.
Starting with the neck
feathers, they had successively lost
in turn the body’ feathers, then the
tail feathers and., finally, most of
the wing feathers until they were
practically nude and truly pitiable ob
jects. The young woman waj nat
urally quite relieved when the old
doctor informed her that it was just
as natural for her hens to shed their
feathers at a certain time of the year
as it was for certain kinds of trees
to shed their leaves. They were
simply molting and would recover
shortly without* any great effort on
her part.
• • • •

I shall make no effort to vouch for
the truth of this story. I do not hesi
tate to say, however, that I have
often been amazed at the comparative
lack of knowledge even among a
great many experienced poultry rais
ers on the subject of molt. For ex
ample. there is considerable difference
of opinion even among experts as to
whether the molt affects and controls
egg production, or whether egg pro
duction controls the molt. Some con
tend that a hen stops laying because
she is getting ready to molt and oth
ers maintain with equal spirit that
the hen won’t molt until after she is
through with the business of egg pro
duction. for the time being at least.
I. myself, am strongly inclined to the
latter theory and I am supported in
my belief by a great many qualified
observers who also have given the
matter considerable scientific study.
The exact sequence is of no par
ticular moment to practical poultry
raisers, however. The fact remains
that molting does not start until after
WALDOBORO
egg production has ceased, only in
The sale of Christmas health seals exceptional cases, regardless of which
has broken all previaus records in the governs the other. Just why hens
i community. The list of purchasers are committed to this peculiar habit
and total amount of seaJs sold will
l>e given in this column next week.
Miss Ethel Overlock is* at home
i from Norwood, Mass.
Mrs. Medora Perry has been pass• ing the week in Rockland.
Jasper J. Stahl of Pottstown, Pa.,
is visiting his parents, Capt. and Mrs.

Mrs. Ella L. White was the guest
9
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
“France looks like a garden where Nash in Warren.
14
i5
id
11
Mrs. Cora Nash is vsiiting her
I one picks the most beautiful flowers
w
daughter. Mrs. Shirley Gross, in
uu,
i tc hind them into a bouquet—and that
I 20
Rockland.
19
18
i7
bouquet is called Paris” That is how
Mrs. Cora Wincheribach is in
O
j the poet Heine wrote in his day ac Thomaston.
23
22 w
2l
Dudley Hovey of Boston has been
cording to Lewis Brownes recently
published book, ‘ That Man Heine.” visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
25
I: illustrates how Paris has changed A. Hovey.
24
Miss Betty Stahl has been guest
• since he saw it; for if you were to
pluck some beauty from Bordeaux, or of relatives in Rockland for a few
w
lAyignon, or Dijon, or Tours, or St. , days.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason are visit
w
i Nazaire, or Lyon today, the bouquet
w
30
would not make Paris. To make a ing relatives in Masachusetts.
32
31
29
28
Zb 27
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer have
| l aris bouquet you would have to
pluck a stalk from Vienna, a sprig ‘ been in Portland.
34
Miss Marcia El Blaney was Jn
lb
fiom Florence, a few leaves of em
iw
bellishment from the other capitals of Rockland Monday.
Miss Mildred French is at home
Europe, even some from Asia and
39
3b
37 3&
35
Africa, and quite a few blossoms from from Portland for the holidays.
w
Christmas services at the churches
New York, before the bouquet would
\\\v
40
41
43
be truly Parisien. Yet no one regrets were impressive and well attended.
41
it. Paris is more than a bouquet, At the Methodist church Sunday
£££
anyhow. It is a vast, a beautiful in morning the pastor chose for his sub
W 4b
47
44 45
“Spreading
the Christinas
ternational garden. You can ride ject,
through it in a sleepy fiacre of the | Spirit,” and special music was fur
last century or rush through it by nished b y the choir. In the evening
1
qa
motor. It knows neither day nor the choir of men’s voices was greatly
night, sun nor shower; but at all appreciated. Two beautiful tableaux
hours whether you rummage in old were presented. “The Star In the
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
shops or visit the galleries of the East” with Mrs. H. L. Palmer and
1-Barrler closing a
36- Electrlc Telegraph
latest fashion. Paris is always every Miss Audrey flenthner giving the
9-Feminine name
passage
(abbr.)
thing that you can find or see any musical interpretation, and “The Babe
11- Tonic spasm
where else in the world. It is the of Bethlehem" with music by a choir
9-Brood of an eagle
37- Left side (abbr.)
12- Suitable
world’s only real Cosmopolis.
10-Pen-name of Mary 39- Celebrated abbr.)
of girls artistically posed. The chil
15-Adieus
Evans Cross
40- Each (abbr.)
dren gave a program of recitations
17—Idle talking
A FORTRESS AND VILLA
12- Masculine name
41-To raise
and songs after which Santa Claus
20-Pertaining
to
the
(short)
43- General Secretary
dispensed a multitude of gifts from
American aloe
13- Completed
(abbr.)
It is not a long or tiresome trip the decorated tree. The subject of
22- Printer's measure
44- Pertalning to
14- Preposltion
from Prague in
Czechoslovakia to the pastor’s sermon at the Baptist
23- State Militia
16-Depreseion
Scandinavian
Karlstejn, and so nearly every wide Church was “The Meaning of the
(abbr.)
18- Toward
countries
awake visitor makes the trip. Of the Wise Men." Special Christmas music
} 27-A song of joy
19- The (French)
46-Tidy
village you have probably never was rendered by the choir with Rev.
28— Civil engineer
20- Curlous scraps of
48-Strengthen
heard, and it is not needful to re L. J). Graves and Miss Evelyn Levon(abbr.)
literature collected
The
VERTICAL
member it now, but here on its beet- siiler in appropriate solos.
29- A cotton fabric
on some subject
| ling cliff rises the castle of Karl IV, Christmas play in the evening was
1- Exist
}30-Hot dust-laden wind
21- Land measure
! and were it in the wilderness, its unusually well done and brought be
2- Skill
of Mediterranean
23- To slight
i fame, majesty and beauty would fore the audience the lesson of shar3- Revelry
!31->Notary Public
24-A ground nut
draw thousands every year.
Don’t in£ the holiday plenty with those less
4- Caustic repartee
(abbr.)
25- Branchlng
, make the trip too hurried. There is fortunate. The tab’eaux with soft
6-An underground
32-A funeral song
26- Plural of apex
a fairly good hotel close to the cas lighting effects showed the shepherds
room
36-ln addition to
30-Rlver In South
tle.
You ought to be in the vicin- in the fields around the fire and the
6- To the lee side
38-Heavenly body
Carolina
| itv of such a fortress at least two visit of the wise men to the babe in
7-Completed
41- Before
33- Noxlous
days that for the rest of life your im the manger. Singing by the hidden
42- Et cetera (abbr.)
34- A person difficult to 8- Prefix indicating
agination would not have to labor choir added to the beauty and solem
the beginning of
45-Either
bear with (slang,
in telling you what a medieval castle nity of the scenes. The Christmas
an era
47-Tellurium (abbr.)
35- Support
should look like It bursts upon tree with a program by the children
Copyright, The International Syndicate
you on its heights suddenly, and of the Sunday school was held Monlooks like an inland Gibraltar, almost day evening in the vestry.
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
inaccessible. Built at first to protect
THE
WITCH
OF
ENDOR
the Empire’s jewels, it looks like a
F L A N E
S A B o T
■ Contrary to popular belief, the sun-lit gem itself. It has served as
R A T 1 F y
S A N 1 T V
IT COSTS
phrase “the witch of End or” does not both fortress and villa and curiously
T 1 c
occur in the text of the Bible, al combines power and beauty. Every
THE. GOV'T ABOUT
F E A 5 T
A B E
though in some editions it is used in thing that Bohemia could give to
T H
^>10,000 TO SEND
N O
O T T E R
, the heading for Chapter 28 of I Sam make it beautiful is found in its
1
E
R
E
R
A
C R 1 E
ONE CADET
uel. The person commonly called the structure. The windows of its chapel
S T A T U 1S|P » E s
THRU WEST
witch of Endor is referred to merely have crosses in mosaic, nearly a thou- J
r; s)
vointD B «
i as “a woman that hath a familiar sand stones to each set of mosaic, j
A s
; spirit at Endor.” She brought up and though the crystals have gone I
S P E E D
B L E 5
• the prophet Samuel from the -dead from the panelled relic repositories, j
A R L- O N
H E Y s E
upon the request of Saul, who wished their beauty is as easily imagined as '
L A
C o R A. L
A
j to inquire as to the fateful battle in the court life which was once gay | IN FIGHTING AGAINST
L
O
N
A
5
R
T
D
E
E C
i which he was to lose his life. Her here when the walls were pricelessly i
■ function was not exactly that of a tapestried.
N o 1 s E D
R O B u 5 T
witch, who is supposed to hold com
R I L E|Y
A
E N T
Keep the bowels open and take
A bald-headed man who has heard j
munion with the devil and other evil
pirits, but rather that of a spiritual- | that the hairs of our heads are, num
BROWN’S RELIEF
: istic medium, who pretends to have ' bered wants to know if there is not
on
rising and retiring
power to convey messages from the | some place where lie can get back
Norway Medicine Co.
dead to the living.—The Pathfinder, numbers.

II

of shedding their feathers once a
year is another matter which has
been the subject of a great many pro
found treatises by learned scientific
men. The average poultry raiser is,
however, mainly concerned with the
fact that this peculiar phenomenon
may serve as a very valuable guide in
the culling out of poor layers from the
rest of the flock.
Most authorities now agree that
the hens which start molting earliest
and keep it up longest are the poor
est layers. Good layers seldom start
molting until later in the fall and are
completely finished in from six to
eight weeks. Less productive hens,
on the contrary,, may start as early
as June. July or August and fiddle
around for four or five months be
fore they have regained something
like what President Harding would
probably have called, "A state of
normalcy.’’
While nearly all feathers are molted
at one time or another, the most re
liable guide is the manner in which
wing feathers ate molted. High pro
ducing. late molting hens molt faster
than one feather at a time, or else
they molt only a part of their feath
ers. carrying others over to another
year. Poor layers, on the other hand,
may molt hut one wing feather at a
time so that the process may require
as long as 24 weeks. Most poor layers
take very nearly this long to com
plete the molting of their wing feath
ers. so it can he seen that this is a
very accurate index of productive
ness.

•♦•♦

Although the alleged dismay of
young Mrs. Newlywed as related at
the beginning of this article is doubt
less more or less of an exaggera
tion. there is no escaping the fact
that a hen ddring the molting time
is really very much out of condition
and should receive extra food and at
tention. The care and feeding of
hens at this time might be the sub
ject of a separate article in Itself. I
shall, therefore, let it suffice to say
that molting hens should have plenty
of good shade, nourishing food and
ample protection from had weather.
A good mineral tonic should also he
given them so their appetites will he
whetted for an abundance of food.
Then they will take the necessary
nutriment to offset the strain on their
system, grow their feathers again and
get hack to laying.
Feed a variety of good, sound
grains, such as oats, wheat, corn and
bran. But do not feed too much corn,
as that is too heating. Feed also
some sunflower seed and linseed meal.
Also a little more of meat, green cut
bone or meat scraps than is usually
fed and give, plenty of milk, if pos
sible. Feed an abundance of greens.
Have pure, fresh water available at
•11 times. All this will help to bring
he hen back into laying condition
•apidly.
(Copyright, 1929
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)

Festive Dishes Made
With Rice Flakes

THE BOUQUET THAT IS PARIS

FLU-GRIP

MtROeRt
RvOEEN

I lotcd author and lecturer.

I A. F. Stahl.

IO

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

By Dr. L. D. LcGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.

1^
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By JOSEPHINE B. GIBSON
Director, Home Economics Dept,
H. J. Heim Company

ODERN motherifrequently

rice flakes In cookiei
M use
and desserts, for they make

even a plain' custard seem a treat
to the entire family. And of
course rice flakes always are a
popular breakfast dish, for they
are ready-to-serve and nourishing,
and children never need to be
urged to eat them.
All children like to make candy,
too, and tl»e next time the young
sters beg for a chance to try their
hand, let them make rice flakes
and peanut balls. These are easy
to handle and are a tempting,
wholesome sweet. Here are just
a few ways to usa rice flakes:
Rice Flakes Cookies—
cup but-

j/j

ter; 1 cup sugar; 3 eggs; 4 tablespoons
milk; 1$4 cups rice flakes; 1 cup ralains;
1 cup nuts; 2 cups flour; 1 teaspoon
soda; pinch salt; Vanilla or nutmog to
flavor.

Cream together butter and
sugar, and add eggs well beaten.
Then add milk, rice flakes and
raisins. Sift soda with flour, and
mix with walnuts. Put alt to
gether and drop by teaspoons on
well buttered baking sheet. Bake
about ten minutes In a moderate
oven.

Rice Flakes Macaroons— qwo tgg
whites; 4 teaspoon vanilla; 2 cups rice
flakes, 1 cup sugar;
cup cocoanut.

Beat egg whites very stiffly,
fold in sugar lightly. Add vanilla.
Gently fold in rice flakes and
cocoanut. Drop by teaspoons on
waxed paper in a baking pan, and
bake in a very slow oven for 10
to 15 minutes. Lift paper from
pan and place on a damp board
or table top. As soon as the
paper becomes moist, the maca
roons may be lifted easily.
Rice Flakes Custard—2egg«;

2 cup*
rice flake; 14 cup ralsina; 2 cup, milk;
54 cup augar; grating of nutmeg (if de
sired); H teaapoon vanilla.

Beat eggs well, and add rice
flakes and raisins. Mix sugar with
milk, and add to the egg and rice
flakes mixture. Add vanilla and
nutmeg if desired. Pour into a
greased baking dish, place dish
in a pan of hot water, and bake
in a moderate oven until custard
is firm. Serve very cold.
Rice Flakes and Peanut Balls—
1 package rice flakes; 1 cup peanuts; 1
cup brown or white eugar; *4 cup syrup;
1 tablespoon butter; % cup cold water.

Cook sugar, syrup, butter and
water to a firm ball stage (forms
a firm ball in cold water). Pour
slowly over rice flakes and pea
nuts in a bowl, and stir gently
until well mixed. Shape into
balls, wrap in waxed paper.

WHY SOLD EVERYWHERE
An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

N THIS PICTURE
X /
____________________

How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally
■nade several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
«re easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.

SECOND HAND

DARTS
(By Duke Danton)

If men of 50 should be retired hoAv
does it come that the man who piloted/,
the Graf Zeppelin around the world
was 61 yctors old at the time.

•••«

A student in Missouri kills himself
with a pair of scissors and leaves a
note that money troubles brought on
the suicide. They found $19 in his
pocket.
Most students With that
much money think of getting married.

»•*•

supreme court of Alabama
rules that purchasers of intoxicating
liquor are as guilty as the sellers,
under that State’s liquor law. It is
a misdemeainor to buy, sell, receive,
or possess liquor.
• * * *
There are times in most every wom
an’s married life when she thinks she
can see. without the aid of a psycholo
gist, that if she had married the other
fellow, she would have married* agenius.
• • • ♦
'i
Many a husband thinks he is boss,
hut at the same time lie is careful
not to mention at home the fact that
he has given money to his own rela
tives, or lost any in a poker game.
Tlie

•••♦

“ T1

r93!

THERE ARE H MISTAKES

YEARS ON THE MARKET—TIME
TRIED AND FOUND GOOD

Ballard’s Golden Oil
A family specific fer all ails and ail
ments from
inflammation—especially
good for coughs, croups, colds, cramps,
sprains
and
strains.
Penetrates,
loosens, heals.
Not expensive.
The
best “First Aid.” Stock up.

The new toy in Paris Is a robot
dog. It walks forward, harks, hap
flashing electric eyes, and the little
wheels concealed inside and run by ahattery and motor make it do all
sorts of strange acrobatic stunts.
... *
On checking up it has been found"
that the most effective advertising
medium is the newspaper—that radio,
talking pictures, billboards, anti oth
er means of reaching the public are
merely supplementary devices.
....
Advertising in newspapers last
year amounted to $7.345.000,000; mag
azines. $300,000.00(1; trade journals,
$100,000,000: outdoor advertising. $455,
000.000; farm journals, $30.000,000;
street car cards, $15,000,000. Newspa
pers lead because they reach the buy
ing public.
• * • •
Male and female guinea fowl dif-;
fer so little in appearance that per
sons inexperienced in raising these;
birds may find they are keeping more
males than females fur breeding
stock. The surest way to tell them
apart, says the V. S. Department of
Agriculture, is by their cries. That
of the female resembles “buckwheat,
buckwheat, buckwheat." and is very
different from the one-syliuhle shriek
of the male. When excited, both
sexes utter cries of one syllable, hut
the male never imitates the “buck
wheat" cry.
• • • •
It is not especially important what
breed of dairy cows you select—the
important thing is to choose good in
dividuals of a breed. However, it
is usually best to chooseea breed that
is common in a community.

*••»

FURNITURE
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Charge Account If Desired
Each day sees New Merchandise
displayed. We must make room
for new goods coming in.
Get your share of the ‘Pickings.”
Cold weather is arriving fast.
We have a great line of Heaters,
Cook Stoves and Circulators at
very low prices; also a used Elec
tric Washing Machine.
Here you can buy at Great Sav
ings—and pay while using on our
Convenient Terms.
We Have Everything Needed To
Make a Home

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T*Stf

REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes,

Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

84Stf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highest price
No lot toe large; none too email.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or write, care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser

111-tf

VINALHAVEN <L ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Livestock often suffer from lack
Steamer leaves Swan’] Island at 5.30 A. IL,
of water rather than go a long way Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vinal
for it, especially in very cold or very haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
hot weather.
Horses, cattle, and 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. M.,
sheep should get a good drink once Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
or twice daily. Hogs and poultry ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swans Island
should have water much oftener, about 6.00 T. M.
132-tf
preferably where they can drink
whenever they want it.
EDWARD K. GOULE
....
Defective chimneys and heating
Attorney at Law
apparatus are one of the principal
(Formerly Juage of Probate
causes of farm tires, says the IT. S.
Department of Agriculture, which Special Attention to Probate Mai
and Real Estate Titles
recommends the following precau
tions.
Chimneys should be built Corner Main St. and Tillson A
from the ground up and should' not
he used to support any part of the
house. They should he substantially bR.LINWOODT. ROGERS
constructed with walls at least eight,
inches thick.
Defective chimneys
Osteopathic Physician
should be rebuilt and faulty heating
apparatus repaired. Stoves should
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
rest on substantial fire-resistant
bases and should he at safe distances Telephonee 1295; Residence 253-M
from wooden floors, wails and wood
work. When stovepipes are passed
through walls or ceilings, a ventilat;.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
ing thimble of ample size should be
35
Limerock St.
Rockland
used. Chimneys and flues should he
cleaned frequently, and ashes should
Osteopathic Physician
he kept in metal cans, never in wood
By Appointment—Tel. 136
en boxes, barrels, or on combustible
floors. Fire-retardant roofing should
Graduate of American School of
he used whenever possible.
Osteopathy
J
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Every-Other-Day

TOWN

OF OWL’S

HEAD

the year 1829.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of Owl’s
Head aforesaid, for the year 1929, committed to me for collection for said Town on the 22d
day of .May, 1929, remain unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest I
and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to I
pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will he sold without further 1
notice at public auction at Town House in said Town, on the first -Monday In February.
1930. at nine o'clock A. M.

Description of d’roperty

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

HFIBS OF ANTHONY DYKR—Lot and buildings. Rounded on Southeast by
town road: South by land of Fremont Witcher: on Northwest by Mary
< hester and Knott Emery, containing about 5 acres. Value of land, $100 :
buildings, $250...............................................................................................................
HEIRS OF GEORGE llOtH.S North by E. S. Montgomery heirs and Mina King :
East by Josephine Blodgett; South by said Blodgett and a right of way;
West by Haskell and heirs of Minnie Tolman. Value of land $50..................
HEIRS OF AVA STAPLES Rounded on North byRallyhac Road: East by Helen
Coffey. South by iHelen Coffey: and West by heirs of Charles Crowley.
Another lot bounded on North by Charles Bunion heirs; -South by town
road : East by Donald Wiley ; and West by William Bros. In both lots
about 45 acres. Value $200...................................................................................
HEIRS OF SARAH J. NORTON—Lot bounded as follows: Beginning at a stake
and stones about 50 rods Southeasterly from Maker’s Cove on Ballyback,
so-called : thence South by East 70 rods by land formerly of 1. Lassell;
thence Northeast by a road to land formerly of E. Norton; thence North
by West by same 52 rods to the Foster lot: thence by same to first bound.
Also another lot bounded as follows: Beginning at the Norton lot about
50 rods from Maker’s Cove : thence by said Norton’s lot South by East
129% rods; thence East by {North about 20 rods to the Crockett lot ; thence
by same North by West 129% rods; thence to first bound. Value of land
HEIRS OF JOSEPH K NORTON- Lot. with the buildings thereon, bounded as
follows: Beginning at a stafce and stones at the Northwest corner of
laud herein to be conveyed, on the division line of land now or formerly
in possession of John Foster; thence South by East, by land formerly
owned by Stepln-i Foster about 128 rods to a stake and stones: thence
East by North 23 rods to land formerly owned by Stephen Foster to
stake and stones: thence by said Foster land on the division line of
same North by West about 128 rods to land now or formerly In possession
of said John Foster: thence by said Foster's laud 23 rods, a road by
South course to the place of beginning. Containing 18 2-5 acres, more
or less. Value of land $225. Bulldlnt'S $200................................. .................
WILLIAM H. ELLIOTT -Lot, with the buildings thereon, founded as follows:
Beginning on the division line of lot now or formerly of David Crockett
heirs at the Southeast corner of land hereby conveyed thence West by
South 00 rods to division line of land formerly occupied by Jonathun
Lassell; thence oil said division line North by West GO rods, more or less,
to -Maker s Cove: thence by the shore of sild Cove Northeasterly to land
occupied now or formerly by David -Crockett ; thencu on division line
of said land, South by East, GO rods more or less, to first bounds, containing
23 acres, more or less. Also anotlier lot bounded as follows: Beginning
on the Town Road at corner of land now or formerly owned by John
Foster: thence North 50 deg. East 11 rods: thence North 5 deg West,
21 rods to stake at high water mark In the brook; thence Northwesterly
by the brook to the cove : thence Westerly by the shore to the line of
the said Foster lot ; thence South 5 deg. West, by the same. 40 rods to the
first mentioned bounds, containing 3 acres more or less. Value of
land $175.00. Value of Building $100.0*....... .......................................................
AILIF. Sl'TELA Lot. with the buildings thereon, known as the Drew farm,
hounded as follows: Beginning at stake and stones near the South
branch of (Maker's Cove, so-called, and land formerly deeded by Lucy Knox
lo Richard Keating, Jr. : thence on »ald Keating line, North by West
about 100 rods to stake and stones at the North branch of said Cove ;
thence Southwesterly down the cove to the end of the point; thence
Northwesterly up the South branch of said cove to the place of beginning,
containing 30 acres, more or less. Also % of % of a certain lot ot parcel
of land, situated In said Owl’s Head, hounded and described as follows,
to wll :Begluning near the South branch of Maker’s Cove, so-called : thence
running Northwest 100 rods to a stake and stones; thence South by
East 79 rods to a pine stump ;thence Southwest 194 rods as the fence
runs to the hounds first mentioned in the first named lots containing in
the whole 52 acres, more or less. Excepting the Jonathan Maker lot.
Also excepting the lot conveyed by Karl Lamni to John Nason. Value
of land $500. Value of buildings $500..................................................................

$18 42

4 35

11 38

\

21 94

11 90

48 92

R J. PHlkBROOK

Collector of Taxes of the Town of Owl’s Head j
153-S-2

Dec. 20. 1929

TOWN

OF ST. GEORGE
STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on land situated in the Town of St. George, In the County of Knox, for the J
year 1929.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners iu the Town of St. George, )
for the year 1929. remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, Interest I
and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate tax as Is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest and charges will be sold at public auction at
Morris's Hall, in said town, on the first Monday of February, 1930, at nine o'clock A. £M.
Tax on Real Estate

Description of Real Estate

Names of Owners

A. MacKENZIE FOWLER—-House, Barn and Land; 3 Acies. In Disc 15.
Total value $200..........................................................................................................
$12 00 ;
OBED W. GRIDLEY—House. Barn and Land. In Dlst. 1G. Bounded North by
Shaw, East by Harbor Lots, South by Dltchett, West by Cove. Total
Value $700............................................................................................... *.....................
42 00
No. 2—Wood lot. No of Acres 20. Total Value $150..........................................
9 00
W. E. ADAMS—House. Barn and Land ; lu Acres. -In Dist. 1G. Bounded North
by Dltchett. East by Henderson, South by Highway, West by Highway.
Total Value $850...........................................................................................................
51 00
CHARLES A. JOHNSON—House and Lot; % Acre. In Dlst 19. Bounded North
by Frank Johnson, East by Frank Johnson, South by Chas. A. Johnson.
West by Highway. Total Value $575 ...................................................................
34 50 j
No. 2—Garage. Total Value $25.00..................................................................... —
1 50 ,
JOSEPH T. SIMMONS
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George, Me., for the year 1929
Dec. 20, 1929
153-S-2

TOWN

OF VINALHAVEN
STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Vinalhaven, in the County of Knox, for
the year 1W29.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of Vtnalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1929, committed to me for collection for said Towti on the
tenth day of July, 1929, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that It' said taxes with
interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient
to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will lie sold without further
notice at public auction at 'Memorial 'Hall in said Town, on the first Monday In February,
1939, at nine o’clock A. M.

Name of Owner

Description of d’roperty

I

‘
'
'

j

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and '
Charges

E W AMES- Land and buildings, situated on Granite Island, so called. Land
bounded North. East. South and West by land of Isidor Gordon. Value
land, 25.09. Value Buildings, $275.00..................................................................
FREDEKKK CONVERSE—Land, hounded North by land of George R. Aggasig.
East by shore of "Polly’s -Cove,” South by land of Tucker Daland, West
hv land of G. A. Strong. Value laud $950 .......................................................
MRS. CHARLOTTE A. CARVER- Three shares Sands Quairy Property. Value
CHARLES L. CARVER Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value $50.00...........
HENRIETTA C. PERRINE—Two shares tian<l» Quarry Property. Value $50.00
WILLIAM GAlSTON—Crotch Island, so-called one of the White Islands situated
in West Penobscot Bay. bought of Mrs. Mabel Creighton. Value $«’0..........
• Log Cabin on above described Island. Value $2-500................:.........................
Spectacle Island, so-called, one of the White Islands, situated In West
Penobscot Bay, bought of Chas. C. Webster. Value $:'00................................
MRS. 1. L. HALL HEIRS—Land and Bungalow, known as “Uncle Tom's Cabin”
at ShoreAcres," so-called ...................................................................... .............
LrBBY-BURt'HELL FISHERIES CO.. INC—Land and buildings known us the
"Fish Wharf,” situated on the East side of Carver's -Harbor, consisting of
Fish Plant. Cold Storage. Glue Factory. <Smoke House. Coal Shed. Salt
House and other buildings, including wharves and petiuanenf and installed
machinery. Land hounded on the North by land of Mrs. H. W. -Smith.
East bv land of Mrs. (H. W. iSinith. Mrs. M. N. Chilles. Llewellyn Smith
and others, -South by land of Charlea ®. Young, West by Carver’s Marimr.
Value land $75»o. Buildings $12.500...................................................................
ALFRED (STAPLES—Land and buildings thereon. Land hounded (North by
“Seal Bay" so-called. East by land of Mrs. Kben Smith. South and
West by land of S. It. Staples. Value landl$f90. Value Buildings $100......
GEGR1.E B. SMITH HSTATE—Land and buildings. Land bounded North by
Pond Street, East by land of Lavern Vlnal Gross, South by same, West
by land of Wlnnifred Mureh. Value land $50.00. Value buildings $475......
R. F. SPEAR Land and buildings occupied by Benj. Dyer. Land hounded
North by land of Almon -Chetw.vnde, East by East Boston Street. South
by land of Blanche Cummings. West by land of Geo. IBiadford heirs. Value
land $50. Value buildings $275............................................................................
GRACE ROBERTS-Three Bungalow lots at "Shore Acres” so-called. Value $225.
Bungalow on lot No. 2 at “Shore Acres” so-called. Value $275..................
JOSEPH TYLER Land bought of Oielsa Calderwood. Land hounded North by
land of Chelsa Calderwood. East by land or C. O. Dyer. South by land
of Erifist Williams and Long Cove. West by land of Rebecca Leadbetter
heirs. Value . .............................................................................................................
Land bought of Freeman A. Brown Land hounded North by town way.
East by land of E. J. Hopkins heirs. South by “Perry’s Creek,” West
by land of C. O. Dyer. Value $200..........................................................................
F. HERRMANN ESTATE- Land and buildings. Land bounded North by Imtd
of F. Herrmann Estate. East by shore of Roberts Harbor, South by land of
Allston Huntress, West by land of J. Leopold & Co., Inc., same being
land bought of E. S. Roberts. Value $1500.............................................. ,...........
Dwelling No. 1 on shore of above described land. Value $1500......................
Dwelling LN(». 2 near barn, on above described land. Value<$U50..................
Pump House, including machinery, on above described land. Value $200.
Barn and Stable, on above described lund. Value $1750..................................
Building, known as Hen House, on above described land. Value $400..........
Building, known as Hot House, on above described land. Value $500...........
Building, known as Hog (House, on above described land. Value $159..........
Building, known as Goose House, on above described land. Value $150........
Building, known as Wood House, on above described land. Value $150......
Building, known as Work Shop, on above described land. Value $50...........
Land and buildings occupied by Walter Young. Land bounded North
bv town wav. East by "Carver’s Cove” and land of Carl Cederberg,
South and West by land of F. Herrmann Estate. Value land $750. Value

$18 70
55 65

4 48
4 48
3ft 60
143 70
12 99

11 56

1 143 45
12 99
31 49

20 10 '
14 41
17 25

5 ft 33

12 99 ;

87
87
101
12
101
24
30
10
10
10
4

00
00
20
99
20
37
06
14
14
14
4ft

5ft 53
Land and buildings, known us the “Fred Carver Place.” Land bounded
North by “Carver’s 'Pond,” East bv land of F. Herrmann Estate, South
by land of J. Leopold & Co.. Inc.. West by land of Blanche Cummings aud
others. Value land $509. Value buildings $490................................................
52 84
C. K. ROMAN
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven, Maine
153-S-2
December 16, 1929

TOWN

OF

CUSHING

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Cushing, In the County of Knox, for the
" Tlii following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of Cushing
aforesaid, for the year 1929. committed to me for collection for said Town on the 24th day
of June, 192!-, remain outlaid ; and notice is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including Interest aud charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auction at Town Hall in said Town, on the first Munday In February. 1930, at nine
o’clock A. >M.
Xanie of Owner

Description nf il’ropcrty

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

LIZZIE E STARR -Bounded North by land of .1. A. Creighton. East by Frank
Studley South by Frank Studley, West Salt l'ond; 10 Acres.......................
W. B. HOLDER
Dec. 20,1929

The bitter opposition of the wets
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of
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American advisers broke out in De
stead law by a maximum of $10,000
to make flights over tlie jungle of
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BLACK CAT SUPERSTITION

That it is a sign of bad Jack for a
black cat to cross one's path a short
distance ahead Is one of the most
prevalent of ail superstitions, espe
cially among women. It Is probably
a survival of the Medieval belief that

Satan often assumed the form of a
black tom-cat when lie sailed out
upon an excursion of mischief. Tlie
ancient Egyptians regarded the cat
as sacred, but during the Middle Ages
this animal fell into bad repute
among Europeans who associated
black specimens especially with the
devil and darkness. In some coun

tries It was believed that all black
cats were transformed into evil spirits
at the end of seven years. Up until
a few hundred years ago all witches
were supposed to have a black cat as
a familiar, and in pdpular represen
tations at Halloween time witches
' are still shown accompanied by black
I cats while on their nocturnal jour
neys.—The Pathfinder.

SIZES OF STOCKINGS

The size of hose is based on the
distance in inches between a point on
the toe and a point on the heel meas
ured in a straight line. Size 8, for in
stance is eight inches, more or less,
from the tip of the toe to the end of

the heel. Both men’s and women’s
stockings are measured in this man
ner. According to the Bureau of
Standards, the standard method of
measuring hosiery for size is as fol
lows: After the hose has been pressed
and is flat and unwrinkled, a. ruler is
placed along a line in which the tip
of the toe and the bottom of the heel
gore (triangular piece) are con-

graph hitherto unexplored Aztec
ruins.
On Thanksgiving day Command
er Richard Byrd and three mem
bers of his expedition made a
difficult and hazardous airplane
flight over the great Antarctic
plateau In the course of which they
looped the South pole, returning in
safety to their base in Little Amer
ica. Byrd thus became tlie first
man to fly over both poles.
NECROLOGY
COME of the greatest actors in
tlie drama we call tlie World
war were taken by death during
the year.
France lost Marshal
Ferdinand Foch, supreme com
mander of tlie Allied nrmies;
Georges Clemenceau, the "Tiger,”
premier during the later years of
the war, and General Sarrall, the
defender of Verdun. Among the
Germans who passed were Field
Marshal I.itnan von Sanders, com
mander of the German forces in
Turkey, and Dr. Gustav Stresemann, the eminent statesman who
wus German foreign minister at the
time of his death. Myron T. Her
rick, beloved American ambassador
to France during tlie great conflict
and at the time of his demise,
passed away in March. Three
United Stntes senators, Theodore E.
Burton of Ohio, I,. D. Tyson of Ten
nessee and F. E. Warren of Wy
oming, and James W. Good, secre
tary of war, were among America's
noted dead.
Other notables who died in 1929
were:
Iu January: Grand Duke Nich
olas, chief claimant to throne of
Russia; George L. (Tex) Rickard,
sports promoter; lienry Arthur
Jones, English dramatist; Casper
Whitfiey, author aud editor; former
Senator Oscar W. Underwood of
Alabama; Ogden Mills, New York
financier; Count Chinda, Japanese
statesman; Sophie Irene Loeb, au
thor; R. I.. Slagle, presideut of Uni
versity of South Dakota.
In February: Maria Christina,
queen mother of Spain ; Edwin Denby, former secretary of the navy;
Lily Langtry, Lady de Bathe; Mel
ville E. Stone, journalist; Vice Ad
miral Sir Francis Brldgeman of
England; Frank Keenan, actor;
Mrs. Ogden lioelet of New York;
Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis, pulpit
orator; Harvey Olitggins, author
and playwright.
In March: Harrison M. Wild, mnslciun; Thomas Taggart, Indiana
Democratic leader; Moses Clapp,
former senator from Minnesota; l>.
I), lluick, automobile pioneer; Allen
It. Bond, architect; Samuel Ren, for
mer president of tlie Pennsylvania
railway; Ex-Gov. W. R. Stubbs of
Kansas; Brander Matthews, author.
In April; E. I-ester Jones, director
of United States coast anil geodetic
survey; Count Shimpei Goto, Japa
nese statesman; J. W. Bailey, for
mer senator from Texas; Flora
Annie Steel, English novelist; Lord
Rcvelstoke, British banker; Prince
Henry of Prussia, brother of the ex
kaiser; E. F. Carry, president of
the Pullman company.
In May; Edward Payson Weston,
famous pedestrian; Earl of Roseberry, English statesman; Garret
P. Serviss, writer on science; Wal
lace Treat, American diplomat;
Maj. Harry A. Smith, U. S. A.; W.
B. Thomas, Boston capitalist
In June: Admiral Sir Cecil Bur
ney of British nAvy; Bliss Carmen,
poet; Count Julius Andrassy, Hun
garian statesman; Charles F.
Brush, Inventor of the arc light;
Gen. Bramwell Booth, former head
of the Salvation army, Don Bou! elcault, actor; Duarte Felix, Brazil
ian Journalist.
In July: Dustin Farnum, sftige
and screen actor; Maj. Gen. Eli K.
Cole, marine corps; Rear Admiral
E. W. Eberle, U. S. N.; Mrs. Kath
erine Tingley, Theosophist leader;
Robert Henri, American artist;
Mrs. Lillian Bell, author; Henry B.
Fuller, novelist; Judge N. J. Slnnott of United States Court of
Claims.
In August: Archbishop J. J.
Keane of Dubuque; Emile Berliner,
phonograph Inventor; H. C. Witwer, author; Chauncey Keep, Chi
cago capitalist; Cyril Keightley,
English actor; Sir Edwin Ray
Lankester, British savant; Rear Ad
miral A. P. Niblack, U. S. N.; Dr.
J. W. Jenks, president of Alexander
Hamilton institute.
In September: W. E. Dever, for
mer mayor of Chicago; Owen T.
Edgar, last of the Mexican war vet
erans; Congressman 0. J. Kvale of
Minnesota; Jesse Lynch Williams,
author; Cardinal Dubois, arch
bishop of Paris; Miller Huggins,
manager of New York Yankees; U.
S. Grant, son of the late President
Grant; Baron Tanaka, Japanese
statesman.
In October: E. A. Bourdelle,
French sculptor; Dr. Gustav Stresemaun, German foreign minister;
Bishop J. G. Murray, head of
the Protestant Episcopal church;
Jeanne Eagels, actress; W. J. Con
nors, Buffalo capitalist; Bishop Ed
mund M. Dunne of Peoria; Sirs.
Lemira Goodhue, mother of Mrsu
Calvin Coolidge; Rev. E. S. Shu
maker, Indiana Anti-Saloon league
chief; Rev. John Roach Straton of
New York, noted fundamentalist;
Sir Graham Balfour, British au
thor.
In November; W. G. Lee, former
president of Railway Trainmen;
Prince Max Baden, last imperial
chancellor of Germany; T. P.
O'Connor, “father" of tlie house of
commons; John Cort, theatrical pro
ducer; Rear Admiral Henry W.
Lyon; Daniel F. Appel, president
New England Life Insurance com
pany; Raymond Hitchcock, actor;
Father Tondorf of Georgetown uni
versity, earthquake export.
In December: Prof. M. A. Shaw of
University of Iowa; Robert Reid,
American mural artist; Congress
man, W. W. Griest of Pennsylvania;
Dr. M. W. Stryker, former president
of Hamilton college; Col. Charlea
Goodnight, noted Texas pioneer;
Brig Gen. D. E. Aultman, U. S. A.
((S). 1929, Westera Newspaper Unloa.)

nected. The hosiery size is the dis
tance in inches along this line from
the tip of the toe to the intersection
of the ruler with the back of the heel.
Only inches and half inches are rep
resented in size numbers. Prefer*
ence is given to the lower numbers;
that la. if the exact measurements is
10% inches the stocking is called
size 10 and not 10%.
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1 Night Coughing
Quickly Relieved

THE MOOSE PROBLEM

WITH THE BOWLERS

[n Everybody’s Column

Eggs and Chicks

Advertisements ln this column not to exceed

lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
The usual bi-monthly supper of
Arfimals May Soon Become Veteran Firepien and Odd three
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
the Indies' circle of the Baptist 4,
for
one
time, 10 cents for three times. Six
Fellows Have Big Pinfall words make
Church is to be held next Wednesday ♦
Extinct and Farmers Hope
a line.
evening, .Ian. 1. at il o'clock followed *:*
—
Other
Games
They
Will
by a musical program of unusual in- •>
£ Famous Prescription Gives
Lost and Found
terest. There will also be an address ♦
An extraordinary five-string match
*
Almost Instant Relief
George B. Stobie, Maine fish and
by Gerald Smead of Michigan, whose ...
DOST—•lack and white female hound.
J) Night coughs, or coughs caused by game commissioner, says that there was bowled in the Star Alley League If seen please notify ALBERT FREDRK’K- ;
subject will be “Aviation."
Mr. ❖
SON. Tenant's Harbor, Me., Box til.
150*1
Smead is an instructor in the Curtiss T
4.'a cold or by an irritated throat are has been reported to him the killing Thursday night when the Veteran
LOST—Sterling silver bracelet from High
Hying School of Rockland and his .;.
J1 usually due to causes which cough of 21 cows and calves of the “moolie” Firemen won from the Odd Fellows School
BABY <11IX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
buildiiiK to Brick St. Reward. EVA
talk will be both entertaining and Insyrups and patent medicines do not
154*156 ' Reds, bred for eggs, type and color. State
211S to 2411, the match being won in j DOW.
Brick St. ...................
Tel. HG3-M
variety
during
the
recent
week
’
s
open
accredited
for white diarrbohea. Price $22
structive.
♦ .touch. But the very first swallow of
LOST Blue onyx stone set with
sapphire ,,er hundred for February. March and first of
u nir-uTiin
Thoxine is guaranteed to stop the time on moose, by the bold hunters the last box of the last string on , from ring on North Main St. F--------------Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sidelinger had •••
H. Kit HAKI>- April.
Postpaid, safe arrival guaranteed.
156-1 i In lots of lonoo or over $2 less per hundreed.
<»'most stubborn cough almost instant- i for Maine's (biggest game. The num- I Cobb's spare The Odd Fellows got I SON, 85 Warren Kt. Tel. 7 M.
as guests Christmas Mr. and Mrs.
F. H. WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Maine.
FOUND- Sum of money. TEL. 436-R.
* ly. Thoxine is a doctor’s prescrip- ber of hull moose legitimately killed away to a poor start with a total of
William Sidelinger of Bath and Mr. ❖
156*1 Phone Warren 10-6.
155-tf
41, J tion, working on an entirely differand Mrs. William Morse of Thomas so far reported to the commissioner 430 in the first string, but flashed in i FOUND—Pocket book in Woolworths. Tel.
f ent principle, it goes direct to the inaslon.
:
is 31. hut the returns do not tne-hide the fourth with a total of 330 The I S»2<M. MRS. CUSHMAN._____________ PHI*It
Wanted
J tern a I cause.
Mrs. .1. C. Morse and son Cornelius J
STILL OPEN AT THE
? Thoxine e »htalns no harmful drugs. Hancock and Washington counties, Firemen captured four of the six I POUND— Ford keys ln container on Main
♦
visited her mother, Mrs. Lizzie Wot- .;.
<•
<•
where the big game season only re points. Cobb had the highest total, St Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE. 156 lt 1 WANTED- Friendship sloops from 30 to
Is pleasant tasting and safe for the
-——
„
...
,
,
i 38 ft. State age and true condition, type of
ton in Cushing Christmas day.
j♦
with Valley close onto his heel-tfflta 1 ........
cently closed.
FOl ND—In store Dec. L.L pocketbook con- nH,jor lowest cash price and where located
whole family. Sold on a money back
Mr. and Mrs. William Morse visit- .j.
With the two latter counties in. the
........
the way. Mayo helped put the tabling sum of money. Owner may have also ,.osl „f dei|vtry t0 , amUen, Maine in ilm
guarantee to give
better nand quicker
ed Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Pottle In ♦
”ay K 7£'S, s‘‘rln-- "e aru 1,1,0
for Hsh
,
.
commissioner says that the total I V eteran Firemen in the running with “™e, *!}, hr"'l',"!n.;,X,;rt5'
__ .
b>b-l ; suitable for lobstering, trawling or dragging.
relief for cough* or sore throats than .
<(J
ye,u. wi„ 1((, kss ,han ha,f the evening’s highest
Friendship Wednesday evening.
...
string, m123, and I 11 LLER-< <>BB-DA\ IS.
30 ft. to 50 ft. Give full details. KNOX
anything
you
have
ever
tried.
Ask
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wotton spent
the number slain two years ago. when in that same frame Charlie Lawry
MARINE EXCHANGE. Camden, Maine. 156-1
for Thoxine. put up ready for use in
Miscellaneous
Christmas with Mrs. Lizzie Wotton. |T
**♦
■
•
**• 33c., GOc . and 61.00 hotties. Sold by the estimated total was 113. The rolled the second highest string 117.
___________
____________________________
WANTED Family washings, first class
previous count was not an accurate
Because of the high scores The
Cushing.
«fr
❖
Thomaston, Maine
*
XOTK'E This is io notify all persona that 1 hand work. ( ailed for and d<
delivered. Inquire
. _ Hits
.1 • date
. . I will pay.......
hi rvmw
<• the Corner Drug Store and all other one. but this year the number of legi Courier-Gazette deviates from its after
CEDAR ST. T..1
Tel. XiiT-W
867-W.
155-J57
Public worship at the Federated ❖
no bills...................
contracted. 49
good drug stores.
timately killed will be ascertained by fixed custom and prints the tabula- by tny wife Hannah S. Haupt. LEON L. j WANTED Long haired shag kittens. Write
Church Sunday will lie at 10.30 a. m.. 4,
?
4%
Interest
Will
Be
Paid
*
H
AU
IT.
Thomaston,
Dec.
28.
1029.
156*1
i age, color and sex. JOHN 8. RANLETT. Rockand 7 p. m., the morning subject. | ♦
V
J
a counting of the tags.
I
ft
152*157
NOTICE—The annual meeting of the Rich- , Ulle. Me. Tel. 352-14.
odist parish for the many gifts pre
From the fact that not nearly as
"Journeyings Out and In;" for the v
Odd Fellows
♦♦♦
-. *♦*
aids
Co-operative
Company
will
be
held
at
'
15G-o
sented them at the Christmas tide.
many moose were killed this year as Valley .... ... 101 117 93 108 97 516 tin office of the company, Commercial street,
evening service, “Yesterday. When It «?♦
*$•
*♦* *♦* *♦* *♦* *
❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖❖❖ <♦ ❖ ❖ *5» ❖
For Sale
Mr. and Mis. E. E. Ingraham enter during the week of 1927, the commis T. Perry ... 73 93 94 1IO 90 462 Rockport. Maine, Monday, .Ian. 20, 1930 at
Is Past." At 6 p. m. Mr. Leach would •♦« ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
tained as Christmas guests Oliver sioner deduces that the short open Racklift .. ... S8 93 106 112 95 494 3 o'clock P. M. for the election of officers and
like to meet all those interested in
FOR SALE Radio table. R. B. ROWLING,
to
transact
such
other
business
as
may
legally
156*1
lograham of Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. time is really reducing the number of Phillips .... ... 78 98 95 89 IOS 468 come before the meeting. BURTON RLCH- 86 Cedar St. Tel. 1150-M.
a Young People's Society.
moose in Maine, which would mean French .... ... 90 84 100 111 86 471 ARIKS.
Louis Cash.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles WlnchenbaOh
FOR SALE- Live bait, John bruh;es.
153.8
WARREN
ROCKPORT
z I los Old County Rd.
156*it
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr of , that eventually the big animals will
entertained as dinner guests Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews and
Milford Payson has been employed
70 ACKK8. TEAM. 4 COWS, UROPS, 23
FOR SALE -Violin, ’cello, saxophone, (lute,
mas day Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns children of Wellesley, Mass., spent • as clerk at the J. F. Gregory & Sons Spruce Head were guests Wednes- tbe exterminated, if the experiment of.
430 437 4S8 330 476 2411 chickens, ducks, implements. <(,niplete fur
niture, potatoes, 80 bu. oats. 200 fou. corn, trombone, viola, guitar, piccolo, drum and
and family of Friendship, Miss llilton the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. T. V. store in Rockland during the holiday day of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. I 1927-29 is to be continued.
Veteran Firemen
156*1
hay, etc. thrown in for quick settlement: traps. TEL. Thomaston 105-11.
it is the testimony of observers that
of Waldoboro, and Mr. and Mrs. Clif Mathews.
’V ........ 90 117 88 •1 96 4S9 produces good crops: brook, fruit, wood nud
season.
• Roland Crockett.
FOR SALE—Few White Wyandotte breed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
McCluskey
a
regular
army
of
hunters
armed
with
85
470
97
S3
105
ford Gardner of Rockland.
i rd . .... 98
timber: good 5-room cottage, ample barn, ing. cockerels, River Flow Breeding Farm
Mis. Ella Davis fell Christmas
Rev. G. L. Pressey of Booth bay
The Baptist Ladles' Circle will meet morning, breaking her hip. She was Harbor was the guest Thursday and entertained on Christmas Day Mr. 1 rifles invaded the woods of the Maine
?ters . S3 99 93 94 89 458 new 2-car garage, hen house: 3 accredited stiain. From tra nested females. Extra good
cows returning $75 month. All goes for $2800, stock, $5 each. Y. P. HALL, Rockland, Me.
counties
where
moose
hunting
was
79
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
Smith
of
Rockland.
479
]
99
M
■Ian. 1. Supper at 0 o'clock, house taken at once to Knox Hospital where ; Friday of his sister Mrs. Mabel
, ...... .... '.'1 123
part cash. Details pgr. 63 free catalog 1000
156-1
Miss Marietta Shiblea who is , permitted. In some sections of the Cobb
keepers. Mrs. Angie Morse, Mrs. Amy the severe fracture was reduced. ,
.... 102 95 112 100 113 522 | bargains. STRDUT AGENCY. 813-DG Old
Withee.
FOR SALE 110 laying pullets It. I. Reds
teaching
at
Mt.
Vernon.
N.
Y.,
arrived
southern
part
of
the
State
in
the
open
South tBldg., Boston, Alass.
156-lt
Tripp, Mrs. Bora Kalloch. Miss Much sympathy is felt for her as she
and 35 old hens. TEL. Lincolnville 4-7 or
The annual meeting of the Baptist Monday night to spend the holidays I counties there were places where the
464 521 497 474 462 2418
Francis Shaw.
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order Rockland 421-R.
was ill in a Massachusetts hospital
156*1
• • ♦ •
from $25 uq. Ladles’ or Men’s clothing
The seniors of T.H.S. had a very for many weeks this summer and had Church which was postponed last with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar roadways were lined with automo
FOR SALE Five bushels Nod-head apples
cleaned,
pressed,
repaired
or
dyed.
Suh
Wednesday
night
will
be
held
next
biles
parked
on
both
sides,
left
there
P Shibles, Beech street.
At Carr’s aleys the schedule of two | pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN at one dollar per bushel. Also a few nice
successful ball Thursday evening. A just begun to regain her health.
Tuesday evening.
Supper will be
Two RockiH|rt men were among while the hunters were trailing moose two leagues for the balance of the j St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
large company and pleasant time.
145-tf Bellflowers. ADELLA F. VEAZIE. Rankin ST.
Rev. D. T. Burgh, a former pastor
served
at
6.30
followed
by
the
busi

through
the
woods.
156*4
those who received a Christmas re
The Beta Alpha Club will have a of the Congregational Church, spoke
season follows:
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
ness
meeting,
after
which
a
watchThe
majority
of
these
nimrods
were
membrance from Charles J. I>e Voe,
FOR SALE—A mahogany 88 note Match
* * * »
Christmas party at the home of Mrs. at the Christmas services there last
and estates, up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Hav. Write less Milton player piano with bench to match
owner of fhe yacht Paragon in the Maine people. “Very few came here
George Creighton Monday evening. Sunday morning, giving ' his usual night service will be held.
THE CITY LEAGUE
20 rolls. $289, was $550, just used for
us what you want. ORRIN J. DI( KEY, __
Beland

Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Daucett form of a generous check with which from outside the State to hunt moose”
Each member is requested to furnish good message to the hearts of his
President. Lynten Lane; treasurer, Harry fast. Me.
145-tf ( cottage renting this summer. Easy terms.
comments Air. Stobie. So there was
Phone THOMAS, piano man, Camden.
a ten cent gift for the tree.
listeners. Mr. Burgh was entertained are receiving congratulations on the hg remembered each member of the not the Income to sporting camps and Carr: referee. Harry Mayo.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your uwa
147-S-tf
crew—Capt. Ernest Torrey who is in
The pastor's topic at the Baptist while in town by Mr. and Mrs. Ben- arrival Dec. 22 of a little son.
Captains
repair your furniture at 216 L1MEB0CK St
guides that had been counted on. Teams
Roy Perry Tel. 1010.____________________________ 145-tf 1
FOR SALE -Handsome yollle pups, four
Church next Sunday morning is 'The jaimin E. Watts. He is scheduled to
Mrs. Katherine Dunbar and daugh command of the yacht and Basil which was one of flie reasons that in Federals.
Irvin Beach
weeks old. Males $3, females $2. Excellent
Forty Club No. 2,
Alpha and Omega." In the evening occupy the pulpit again next Sunday ter Helen spent Christmas with Mr. Turner who holds the position as
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you cow dogs. ALBERT SHERMAN, Union. Me.
John Beaton
Burpee Furn.,
spired the open time law.
mate.
Others
among
the
members
ran
buy
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette
with
“The two worlds we live in."
Lyntoo
Lane
R. F 1>. 1. Tel. 7-41.__________________ 156*1
and
Mrs.
Howard
Dunbar
in
Rock

Street
Railway.
morning.
“As it happened hunting conditions Central Maine.
well 'known in this vicinity were C.
C. Morrill tbe home news, at the Old Houth News Agency
H. B. Shaw received Christmas
Attractive’^’ decorated Christmas land.
FOR (SALE—Ford Marine motors. We are
! Washington Rt.. next Old Soufh Church.
were
excellent
during
the
week
of
John
Pomeroy
Cement No. I,
P Holbrook of Camden, quarter
greetings front Holland over the trees both indoor and out were the
now able to offer you a Ford Aiodel “T” motor
Members of the Tritohelp Club
N. S. Brown
moose open time. The second day Wholesalers,
rebuilt
In our shop. We are using all of the
master.
and
Irving
Sawyer
of
Thom

radio.
Frank H. Jaeobs
most noticeable feature of the holi should bear in mind the joke Christ
there came a light fall of snow, so Dark Horses.
new improved Barker Marine Attachments.
VINALHAVEN
Clarence Shaw was at his old home day season about town, furnishing a mas tree Monday evening at the home aston. chef.
This motor sells for $180.00 complete, with
j
that
the
hunter
who
once
struck
Dec. 31— Federals vs. Forty Club No. 2
* ♦ * *
on Pine street Christmas.
starting unit and battery. We have several
cheery message for passersby as well of the president. Miss Lillian Brann.
j moose tracks could follow them until Jan. 3—Central Maine vs. Cement No.
Aliss Helen Orcutt, who teaches at ; of these rebuilt motors In service and are
Miss Margaret Felt is spending the i as the owners.
Church Notices
jan. 3—Wholesalers vs. Dark Horses
Each mefnber is requested to fur
•
he
found
his
animal
explained
the
gi\ing perfect Mtisfacftiqn. knox county
Christmas holidays in town, visit
The subject Sunday morning at , commissioner. “The moose is a very jan. 6—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Street Railway I North Haven is home for the Christ MOTOR SALES CO., Ford Dealers, Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Pote (Flor nish a joke gift.
mas recess.
ing her parents on Green street.
Methodist Church will be “Father i tame animal” he remarked. “so» that jan. 6—Cement Co. No. I vs. Dark Horses
Maine.
155-13
ence Overlock) of Swampscott. Mass.,
Mrs. Emma Torrey entertained Time;” Sunday School at 11.45; Ep
Miss Anna Donohue is in town from were guests over Christmas of Mr.
7—Federals vs. Burpee
Doris Lane of Augusta who has
FOR SALE—Almost new mahogany auto
I the persistent trailer once striking Jan.
Christmas Night in honor of the
jan.
10
—
Wholesalers
vs.
Central
Maine
Boston for n few days.
ort h League at 6 oclock; subject for j tracks would be sure of his game or
i been the guest the past week of#her piano, 88 note player piano, bench and rolls
and Mrs. Clifford A. Overtook at East I birthdays of her husband. Capt. Er
The Sunday services at the Baptist Warren.
jan. 14—Federals vs. Street Railway
evening service “At the Year’s End.”
aunt Airs. Oscar Nelson returned at one-ha If price, wonderful player. Easy
terms. Phone 52. THOMAS, Camden. 156-tf
nest Torrey and Miss Nellie Freethy The Kings' Heralds will meet Mon- j at least of a shot at it.”
jan. 14—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Burpee
Church wil be held in the vestry next
Thursday.
The Christmas tree at the Baptist
Something
like
20
moose
cows
and
jan.
17
—
Central
Maine
vs.
Dark
Horses
.
FOR SALE—13 acre wood lot in East WarSunday morning and until further vestry Monday was well attended and of Brooklin. Luncheon was served av at 4 o’clock at the parsonage;
Jan. 17—Cement No. I vs. Wholesalers
calves
have
been
reported
killed
to
Ralph
Doughty
of
Boothbay
is
the
ren. formerly Randall Simmons lot. Small
trom a table festive in Christmas
notice.
provided a joyful ce.ebration for all.
Jadies Aid will have an afternoon ,
commissioner during the
amount of cash takes it. Apply by letter.
i
guest
of
Air.
and
Airs.
C.
E.
Young.
Jan.
20
—
Burpee
vs.
Dark
Horses
decorations.
The Sewing Club met Thursday aft
session Wednesday followed by a
UILLAKO L. BROWN. Hope, Me.
156*1
Jan. 21—Federals vs. Central Maine
‘Tlie Fruitage of tht Year” will be
Calvin Vlnal and Enna Vinal ar’ Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson supper to which the husbands are in- For the most part the carcasses were Jan. 22—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Cement No. I
ernoon with Mrs. George Cross.
FOR SALE Double runner one horse pung.
the theme of the Sunday morning
left in the woods, no attempt being Jan. 24—Street Railway vs. Wholesalers
,
rived
Alonday
from
Boston.
Mrs. E. C. Jameson of Boston is service at the Baptist Church. The were guests Christmas Day of Mr,
FULLER-UOBB-DAY1S._______________ 155-tf
ited: the Johnson Society will meet
and Airs. John B. McIntyre at Lin- Wednesday evening at the parson made to bring them out or cut them Jan. 27—Btfreet Railway vs. Dark Horsoo
Carl Olson arrived here Tuesday ' FOR SALE—Overcoat to fit a boy 14 or 15,
visiting her aunt Mrs. Edward Brown. | thought ft r the 7 o’clock meeting
up. except in a very few instances. Jan. 28—Federals vi. Cement No. I
j
eolnville
Beach.
1
from
New
York.
worn
but a few times. CALL 976-R. 155-157
Samuel Hellens. whose death was I “A Present For Jesus.” As this is )
age; prayer meeting Thursday eve- The conclusion from this would be Jan. 28—Central Maine vs. Burpee
Mrs. Annie Gardiner spent Christ
Air. and Airs. Alfred Raymond are
noted in the previous issue, came to the last Sunday of the year it is
FOR SALE -Or to let, four-room house oa
ing at 7.
*
Jan. 31—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Wholesalers
that
the
killing
was
for
the
most
part
Thomaston about 1S73. as a foremun hoped that many will attend. “Mak mas at Simonton guest of her daugh
’ spending the winter months in Alarl- Park St, $18 month. Y. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
Baptist Church — "Another Anni- unintentional.
Feb. 3—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Dark Horses
1080.
154-tf
in the building of the Knox & Lincoln ing 1930 Better” is the tcpic for the ' ter Mrs. John Buzzell and family.
boro, Alass.
Feb. 4—Street Railway vs. Central Maine
trsary Day” will he the pastor’s
”
1
am
not
in
favor
of
open
time
on
FOR SALE—Four 240 egg Buffalo Incuba
Sympathy is extended to Mr. and subject Sunday morning at 10.45;
Feb. 4—Burpee vs. Cement No. I
Railroad. He was married to Mary midweek meeting, Jan. 1.
Herbert Sanborn was home from
moose.
”
said
Ah-.
Stobie
to
the
writer,
tors : one 103 Degree Incubator, 550 egg size.
Feb. 7—Federals vs. Wholesalers
A^rs. Weston Wall in the loss of their pecial music: Sunday School at
Sullivan of Thomaston, and to them
. Rockland for the Christmas holiday. E. u. TEAGUE. Warren, Mnlnn. Tel. 1S-4&
The Christmas concert was a de
hut if we must have it, I think it
live children were born—three sons cided success. A large attendance ' ten months’ old son Herman, who noon; B.Y.P.U. at 6 o’clock, leader. should he in the open sections rather Feb. II—Federals vs. Dark Horses
Forrest Anderson was home from
154-156
11—Street Railway vs. Cement No. I
and two daughters.
Mr. Hellens and an excellent pregram had been i died Wednesday after a very short Aliss Caroline Graffam: evening than in the deep woods. 1 Would for- Feb.
, Northeastern College for the Christ
FOR 4SALE—Sweet cider, made fresh every
Feb. 12—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Central Maine
illness.
Funeral
services
were
held
day. 35c per g<U. : 1000 bushel of apples, all
readily obtained employment in the arranged by Mrs. Ca’.er. Mrs. Robinmas recess.
service at 7; praise service, selec "id the killing of moose altogether in Feb. 14—Burpee vs. Wholesalers
Third Round
Dr. and Airs. Blake Annis of Rock- j kinds, fancy stock to be sold cheap. Drop in
town, being much engaged in caring inson, Mrs. Simmons, Mrs. Martin Friday afternoon at the home. Rev. tion by instrumental players; sermon the fire districts, that is in the deep
look them over. J. H. SIMONTON. 275
Feb.
17
—
Federals
vs.
Forty
Club
No.
2
l
’
h
ilip
C.
Hughey
officiating.
land were guests over the holiday of and
for lawns. Two daughters and grand and Mrs. Purrington, all officers of
Opening a New Book.’’
Main St., Rockland.
153-tf
woods, giving the animals a chance Feb. 18—Burpee vs. Street Railway
The Boy Scout social at the Baptist
Air. and Airs. L. W. Sanborn.
children survive him.
to breed there. Instead of making Feb. 19—Central Maine vs. Cement No. I
the Sunday school. Very impressive ' Church Friday evening was well atFOR BALE Baby’s sleigh, used only one
Miss Edith M. Keller of Thomas was the closing tableau “The Spirit
Erma Whitmore, Edith Nickerson season. MRS. E. C. MORAN, Jr., 23 Chestthe open time law apply to specified Feb. 21—Wholesalers vs. Dark Horses
CAMDEN
153-tf
ton. a student at Abbot Academy. An of Christmas,” the choir singing ! tended and greatly enjoyed. Candy
and Dorothy Thomas, students at on- St. I I. 161.
'Counties it should be made applicable Feb. 24—Cement vs. Dark Horses
and
pop
corn
were
sold
by
the
memAirs. Bert C. Bean was a recent to districts, to exclude the wild lands. Feb. 25—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Street Railway j Farmington Normal School, are home
dover, Mass.. Is spending the Christ “Holy Night.”
FOR SALE -Mahogany cabinet Brunswick
Feb.
25
—
Federals
vs.
Burpee
I
bers
and
a
neat
sum
netted.
talking machine lu perfect condition with 80
guest « f Donald Weis in Waterville.
mas vacation with her parents at
j for the Christmas vacation.
“For instance there Is in and about Reb. 28—Wholesalers vs. Central Maine
F. E. Moore attended a family
records $35, machine cost $100. An ideal
Lou Morrill, George Huntley and
Colin Coombs has returned to New
home. She is the daughter of Dr. and
Marion Lyford entertained fricffids Christmas
gift. TEL. 518-M._________ 151 -tf
gathering at the home of his daugh Harold Buzzell were home from Bath York after a visit of several weeks i Turner, in Androscoggin county, a March 3—Central Maine vs. Dark Horses
Hrs. B. H. Keller of Thomaston. Site
at
bridge
Thursday
evening
in
honor
herd
of
six
or
seven
moose.
This
March
4
—
Federals
vs.
Street
Railway
FOR SALE—Five Boston terrier pups, 3
formerly attended Thomaston High ter, Mrs. Carleton Williamson in , to si>end Christmas with their fami with relatives in town.
;
of
Aliss
Phyllis
Black
who
is
home
March
4
—
Forty
Club
No.
2
vs.
Burpee
»
,1
herd
Is
Inbr
eeding
and
will
soon
bemonths
old,
good markings. R. H. PEASE,
School where she was vice president Rockland Christmas day.
Ferris Thomas of Boston spent the cOme extincl even ,f not hunted March 7—Cement No. I vs. Wholesalers
lies.
from Port Jervis, N. Y., where she Cushing.
154*156
Mrs.
Alice
Gordon
was
the
sur

holiday
with
his
parents
Mr.
and
Airs.
,
Thoge
nr
()se
arp
of
no
particular
use
of the senior class. The Christmas
Dr. and Airs. Ralph Wooster and
March 10—Burpee vs. Dark Horses
I teaches. Three tables were at play.
FOR SALE—Hard wood junks, staves, slabs
prised
hostess
at
a
gathering
in
honor
Fred
Thomas.
March
II
—
Federals
vs.
Central
Maine
festivities at Abbot included a Christ
'daughter Jane of Bangor have been
Air. and Airs. Lewis Burgess of and kindling wood delivered. E. A. OXTON.
and might as well be killed. In Smith
Mrs. Charles T. Swan left this week field in Somerset county there is an- March 12—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Cement No.
mas party for needy children, sev of her birthday recently, comprising i guests this week of the doctor’s par
North Haven were guests Christmas Td. 263 4._________________________ 131*156
for St. Petersburg, where she will : other isolated herd of moose and there March 12—Street Railway vs. Wholesalers - Day of Air. and Airs. Alston Roberts.
eral one-act plays, carol singing and Mrs. Alice Cook. Mrs. Charles Young. ents. Air. and Airs. B. P. AYooster.
FOR SALE—Wonderful trade ln a safe
March 17—Street Railway vs. Dark Horses
for office or store. MR.S EDITH A.
the packing of useful gifts fur poor Mrs. Thomas Copeland. Mrs. Boyd
Airs. Minnie Piper was a dinner pass remainder of the winter.
are a few in other parts of K-- State."
Alisses Ruth Cole and Fanny Ames suitable
18—Federals vs. Cemont No. I
HICKS. 84 Talbot Ave. Tel. 988.
149-tf
Airs. Elmer Joyce entertained the I» The commissioner explained that March
children in Kentucky. Abbot Acad Caler and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon. guest Christmas Day of Air. and Airs.
March 18—Central Maine vs. Burpee
from
Gorham
Normal
School
are
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
emy Will open for its second term on Brilliant wore the exqpses each one Burton Stevenson. Jr., at Camden.
Philathea Class yesterday at her for some reason the moose have never March 21—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Wholesalers
home
for
the
holidays.
$10; junks, $12: slabs fitted $8; also lumber
presented on arrival, for having
Wednesday, Jan. 8.
Air. and Airs. Everett E. F. Libby home on Elm street.
. spread to the extreme western part of March 24—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Dark Horses
Forrest Anderson and Toivo Holm- delivered. T. J. CARROLL TeL 263-21.
chosen that particular day to visit, and daughter Catherine spent Wed
social meeting of j the -State- T|lel.p a,.e s,jme up aroun(J March 25—Street Railway vs. Central Maine
There will be
P. O. Thomaston.
145-tf
strom,
who
have
been
in
town
the
March 25—Burpee vs. Cement No. I
until that of the last comer, who nesday with Air. and Airs. La Forest Seaside Chapter, O. E. S., Alonday
Jackman, but none further south. In March 28—Federals vs. Wholesalers
Mrs. Aurelia Collamore
past week, returned Friday to North
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
didn't have much of a chance to pre
evening
for
initiation.
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall order!
the Spencer region west of Moose- April I—Federals vs. Dark Horses
eastern College, Boston.
Human lives are. like currents in sent one. since by that time the size Daucett at Camden.
Mrs. John Taylor entertained the
soliclte.!. HELEN < RHODES.________ 145-tf
Air. and Airs. Freeland Delano and
April 2—Street Railway vs. Cement No. I
the streams, some flow by slowly, of the gathering, and certain suspi j The meeting of the Boy Scouts will Camden Friday Afternoon Beading head a few moose are also found.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Expected profits by the camps and April 3—Forty Club No. 2 vs. Central Maine daughter Ifliyllis of Rockland were
others move rapidly and with a cious looking packages had caused the be held Tuesday evening at 7.30 at Club yesterday.
Airs. Harry Bu guides was one of reasons for the April 4—Burpee vs. Wholesalers
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
guests over Christmas of Air. and sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
strength suggesting a deeper How. hostess at last to tumble to the real Firemen’s hall.
chanan was the reader.
•
•
•
«
pressure brought to bear for tbe week
Air. and Airs. Fred Eddy entertained
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
Airs. Herbert Delano
For 86 years Mrs. Aurelia Colla meaning of the occasion. A delicious
Camden Lodge. K. 1’.. holds elec
THE COUNTY LEAGUE
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Roberts and lobb p. mood, Belfast, Tel. L7-11. H-»-tf
more (who died December 24), lived picnic supper with two daintily deco as Christmas guests Air. and Mrs tion of officers at the rooms on Alain of open time but anytber is the dis
Earl Drinkwater, president; Harry Carr,
like of the farmers for moose. Tbe
family of .Marquette, Mich., were at 1
and with only an education furnished rated birthday cakes was disclosed 1 Gilman Seabury of Rockland.
street Alonday evening. A full at animals destroy crops and the farm treasurer; Harry Mayo, referee.
Mr. and Airs. B. P. Wooster. Mr. tendance is desired.
Eastholm. their summer home at ’
To Let
by her native town of Cushing and on opening the mysterious packages.
Teams
Captains
ers living near the woods would get
land Airs. Frank Ah Donnell and their
such as her father, a collegiate, had
Kickapoo,
Earl Drinkwater Calderwoodz’s Neck for Christmas.
“A Prayer for the New Year,” will rid of all of them if they could.
TO LET One lower flat, and one tenement,
James W. Harmon, accompanied
Forty Club No. 3,
Dr. Peaslee
Fritz Johnson was home for Christ- « 8 and Hl Clarendon St. H. B. WEIfBER
opportunity to add. but with large by Miss Celia Hayes of Bridgton and guests. Air. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster be the subject of Rev. F. Ernest
Perry’s Market,
Vance Norton mas from Cape Ann. Alass.
ESTATE. 125 South Main St. TeL 10964-W.
natural gifts she was able to make Gilbert Haronon who attends Bowdoin and daughter Jane of Bangor were Smith's address at the Methodist
Water Co..
Franklin Knowlton
133-K7
WEST ROCKPORT
Air. and Airs. Herbert Boman and j
of herself a useful and honored mem College, were Christmas gue»ts of among the 15 who partook of Christ church Sunday morning. There will
Cement No. 2,
0. E. Wisbman
TO LET Storage for cars $2 month.
A. & P..
B. Woodcock daughter Ruth who have been guests
ber of the world in which she moved. Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Harmon. Gilbert mas dinner at the home of Air. am be a union service at that church in
Eugene Closson of relatives in town during the holi- ; MIKE ARMATA. Park Theatre Bldg, 154-156
John Andrews was home from Bos K. of P..
the evening the address to be given
She was born in Cushing July 19. Harmon returned to Bridgton for a Airs. Herbert Thomas at Camden.
George Davis
TO LET Whole or part of 10 room and
Many complimentary remarks hav by Rev. Charles Peters. Ph. D., secre ton to pass the weekend and holiday Sheepskinners.
day have returned to Lisbon Falls.
1843. daughter of Dr. Cyrus and Sarah few days’ visit with his brother.
both flat over Vogue, corner Park and Main
been made concerning the Commun tary of the Alalne Council of Religious with his parents, Air. and Mrs. Sid Dec. 26—K. of P. vs. Sheepskinners
Airs. Sada Robbins entertained the j Sts. CHARLES S. GROTTON. 4 Park St.
(Parsons) Hill of Cushing. She was
Dec. 26—Prery’s Market vs. Cement No. 2
ity Tree which adorns the square in Education.
ney Andrews.
154-156
Bridge Eight .at her home Friday j
married in 1863 lo Dexter Collamore
Dec. 27—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Water Co.
UNION
tront of Hotel Rockport and they
Airs. W. Al. Bennett of Boston is
Second Round
Supper was served after which the ; TO LET Furnished bungalow, 3 rooms,
of Friendship to whom she bore three
Dec.
30
—
A.
&
P.
vs.
Sheepskinners
E.
Church
notes;
-Sunday
the
(
certainly
are
well
deserved.
Th
visiting
her
daughter
Airs.
E.
Stewart
with
modern
improvements,
$25
inoHjh.
Call
M.
company wended their way to the
sons’. Forty-live years of their mar
SWAN’S ISLAND
Ddc. 30—Perry’s Market vs. Forty Club No.
13<-tf
Orbettfh.
home of Airs. Charles Webster to en- ' at 26 SHAW AYE.
ried life were pas-ed in Brooklyn, N. pastor’s topic for .the morning service tree is a thing of beauty with its
Jan. I—Water Co. vs. Cement No. 2
Mr. and Airs. Frank Bridges ami
TO LET Tenement at 468U Main St. over
•Mr. and Airs. J. F. Heal and Harold Jan. 2—Kickapoo vs. K. of P.
joy their annual Christmas tree.
Y. There Mr. Collamore died and in will be “Tlie Talblet of Life,” John i hundreds of colored lights and rep Dr. Popplestone spent Christmas with
.Kennedy’s store. W. A. KENNEDY.
156-tf
Postmaster F. L. Roberts reports
sorrow the widow came to Thomaston 19:22. In the evening at 7.30 the pas resents a great amount of work done Air. and Airs. Basil Stinson in Rock Heal were entertained Christmas Day Jan. 7—Kickapoo vs. Perry's Market
TO LET—Five room furnished apartment
at the home of Air. and Mrs. C. E. Jan. 8—Water Co. vs. A. &. P.
the following record of the amount with
where she had a home with her sister, tor will give an evangelistic sermon by some of our public spirited young land.
furnace, gas stove, kitchen range, piano,
Rhodes Jr., in Rockport.
Jan. 9—K. of P. vs. FoPy Club No. 3
cr mail Alonday, Dec. 23: Outgoing: $7.50 per week. Y. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1080.
Mrs. Oliver Yinal, and since Mrs. following a live song service. On n.en who gave freely of their time
Hiram Dolliver has sold his house
Sheepskinners
Airs. Louise Orbeton entertained Jan. 10—Cement No. 2 vs.
_________
152-tf
55 bags, two of which were first cass;
Vinal's deceage with her niece, Mrs. Tuesday commencing at 10 p. m. there | and energy. Owing to the unusual to Edward Sprague and moved his
the Tuesday Club Alonday. The fea- | Jan. 13—K. of P. vs. Perry’s Market
will be a roll call and watch night ! demand for holiday lighting this year
incoming, 84 hags, two first class.
TO LET At 80 Camden St., garage 30x30
Charles 11. Washburn, from whom
family to Owl’s Head.
lure of the evening was the gaily Jan. 13—Water Co. vs Sheepskinners
service. This will begin the week the Central Alalne Power Company
There will be a party at Masonic with 10x18 annex: heat and lights. Would
she received the care and interest a of prayer. A revival service will be
Elliott Smith of Rockland spent decorated Christmas tree from which Jan. 15—Cement No. 2 vs. A. & P.
! supply of material was exhausted
Jan. 16—Kickapoo vs. Forty Club No. 3
hall Alonday evening, given by Alar- make a nice repair shop. F. S. SHERMAN.
daughter might bestow.
152-tf
held in March with Rev. G. M. Laite ! before Rockport’s request for sairt Christmas with Air. and Airs. Jud gifts were distributed, and Christmas
guerite Chapter to all children of
Jan. 20—K. of P. vs. Cement No. 2
son Smith.
Mrs. Collamore was a member of of Everett. Mass., the evangelist.
decorations were in evidence every Jan.
TO LET- Five loom unfurnished rent, mod
21—Kickapoo vs. Water Co.
' was received. Consequently it re
Eastern
Star
members.
Airs.
Cora
Mr. and Airs. Orrin Milan are pass where.
the Daughters of Rebekah of New
ern improvements. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
Refreshments were served Jan. 23—Forty Club No. 3 vs. A. A P.
| mained for Rockport to furnish he ing Christmas week with their son
147-tf
Abbott Peterson is chairman of the
York city, in which she held the office
in tlie dining room where the same Jan. 24—Perry’s Market vs. Sheepskinners
One of the surest indications of a
entertainment committee. A large
of past noble grand, traveling ex poorly ventilated poultry house is < wn equipment. A few of our youn Frank Milan in Deer Isle, William color scheme was carried out. The Jan. 27—A. A P. vs. K. of P.
TO LET- Well furnished, partially heated
apartment of 3 rnonis and toilet, $28 month.
attendance is requested.
tensively over the state in the inter condensation of moisture on the i mt n determined not to be baffled Holmes is attending to the duties at tree on tlie lawn with its many Jan. 29—Perry's Market vs. Water Co.
W.
The Christmas Day observance of Inquire 12 KNOX ST., Rockland. Tel. 578ests of the order. She was likewise walls and ceilings. Plenty of fresh I by circumstances began soliciting the Light station during Air. Milan’s colored lights could be plainly Jan. 30—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Sheepskinners
143-tf
Jan. 31—Kickapoo vs. Cement No. 2
absence.
De
Valois
Commandery.
K.T..
held
at
a past worthy grand matron in the air should circulate in the house, funds and as soon as they were able
seen from the dining room window
LET Seven ro<im house with or with
Luella Holmes visited last week in and added much to the festive ap Feb. 3—Kickapoo vs. Sheepskinners
Alasonic hall Wednesday at the noon outTOgarage,
O.E.S. of that city and had held the though it is important that no drafts | do so lights were purchased and
situated between Main and Union
Feb. 5—Perry s Market vs. A. A P.
hour,
was
largely
attended,
The
1
sts.
Bath
room, electric lights, gas stove,
ollkc of chaplain in Gen. Knox Chaip- blow through. Moisture is given off j streamers made and the tree wa Yinalhaven and Rockland.
pearance.
Feb. 6—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Cement No. 2
The teachers of the Methodist Sun
window
shades,
wlndo wsercens in season.
meeting
was
presided
over
by
Emi
ter, D.A.R. She was of religious ten by tlie fowls in breathing, and if this soon aglow. Citizens who have not
Aliss Bernice Parker who was home Feb. 7—K. of P. vs. Water Co.
nent Commander Charles L. Boman. XELiJOX B. COBB, Fuller-Cobb Davis.
dencies and in 1866 united with the foul, moisture-laden air. which con i already given toward this expense day School gave the children a pleas frem Augusta for the holiday re- | Feb 10—Perry’s Market vs. Cement No. 2
142-lf
At Union Church Sunday the junior
Feb. 10—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Water Co.
De-Kalb Avenue M. E. Church in tains carbon dioxide and other in i and would like to do so are asked to ant time- Sunday presenting a large turned Friday.
LET—Five room apartment, furnished,
13— Kickapoo vs. A. 4 P.
department of the church school allTO
New York and after coming to Thom jurious gases, is not carried off regu ( hand their contribution to Harold Christmas tree in the church. A duet
Several from this place attended
modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS,
vs. Sheepskinners
at
the
Security
Trus was sung by Lizzie Alorse and Rena the cantata at the Rockport Baptist
• gave the following Christmas pro- 12 Elm St.
* 14— K. of P.Third
140-tf
aston affiliated with the ’ Baptist larly. the atmosphere will get exces ' Davis
Round
Rowe.
j
Co.
The
lights
will
become
th
1
gram:
Singing.
Welcome;
Christ

Church
last
Sunday
evening.
Feb.
Church and was prominent in all Its sively dump.
17—Kickapoo vs. K. of P.
TO LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar,
During the cold property of the town and can he used
Austin Joyce of Norwood. R. T.. is
Feb. 18—Perry’s Market vs. Forty Club No. 3 mas exercise, Betty Brown. Jean J toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
movements for social and religious weather the dampness collects on the
Feb. 20—Water Co. vs. Cement No. 2
Stracham, Ellen Burgess, Marion large veranda. Newly papered and painted
improvement. It was her Christian walls and ceilings in the form of frost. I from year to year. Should mori spending Christmas with his sister
OWL
’
S
HEAD
Feb. 21—A. &. P. vs. Sheepskinners
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 T
1 money be received than is needed for Airs. N. B. Trask in Atlantic.
Littlefield:
Christmas
welcome, STREET. Rockland.
faith which gave her courage and
139-tf
Mrs.
Carl
Libby
and
sons
of
New
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge had
Feb. 24—K. of P. vs. Forty Club No. 3
'
tl
is
year
’
s
display
additional
stream
Joseph
Dyer;
recitation
Norman
fortitude ty say to her son. when an
TO LET—House at 38 .Mechanic S. In
the privilege of spending the holiday York are spending the holidays with Feb. 26—Water Co. vs. A. 4 P.
ers
will
be
made
that
next
year
the
Johnson;
Christmas
story
Rebecca
operation became necessary witli only
Feb. 27—Cement No. 2 vs. Sheepskinners
quire MRS. W. 8. KENMSTON, 176 Main St.
; tree may shine with greater brilli with their son Carlyle in Boston this her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Feb. 28—Kickapoo vs. Perry’s Market
139-tf
Duncan: recitation Richard Libby; 1 Tel. 874-W.
slight chance for surviving, “I will
year, it being their first Christmas Chester.
•
ancy.
singing.
“
Away
in
a
Manger,
’
school;
March
3
—
K.
of
P.
vs.
Perry
’
s
Market
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
take that chance.’’
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Emery of Port March 5—Cement No. 2 vs. A. 4 P.
together
for
nine
years
as
Carlyle
Air. and Airs. Carl Cottrell of Fram
Christmas Bells, Albert Ames; reci Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 76 Lincoln St.
The record of Mrs. Collamore’s life
land arrived Monday to spend Christ March 6—Kickapoo vs. Forty Club No. 3
134-tr
j ingham, Alass.. have been guests this has been employed in the South and
tation, Kenneth Calderwood; Christ Tel. 264
is a rich legacy to her descendents
mas with Capt. and Mrs. K. C. Emery. March 7—Water Co. vs. Sheepskinners
The
unable
to
be
with
them.
TO LET Grocery store In Thomaston, $25
i wi ek of her parents, Mr. and Air
mas story by Hupt. David Duncan;
and many are the friends who will
Miss Susie Post who is passing the March 10—K. of P. vs. Cement No. 2
Air.
and
Airs.
Winfield
Staples
month.
Y.
F.
STUDLEY,
69
Park
St.
Tel.
i William Philbrouk.
recitations by Audrey Coombs, Ever 1086.
cherish her memory.
138-tf
winter in Rockland is heme for a March 11—Forty Club No. 3 vs. A. 4 P.
passed Christmas with relatives. .
j
Aliss
Nellie
Crockett
returned
MonMarch
13
—
Kickapoo
vs.
Water
Co.
ett
Tolman.
Leslie
Smith,
Phyllis
The surviving relatives are a son,
viMt.
with the
March 14—Perry’s Market vs. Sheepskinners
{ day from several weeks’ visit with
AlWy, Burton Dyer, Herbert Peterson
Frank T. Collamore; grandchildren,
A Christmas concert and tree were
Since *we never hear the subject
i
relatives
and
friends
in
New
York
and Alice Burgess. After the pro
Alice A. and Oliver Collamore of j
held in the church Tuesday evening. March 17—A. 4 P. vs. K. of P.
mentioned
we
doubt
that
anybody
is
GLOBE LAUNDRY
March 19—Perry’s Market vs. Water Co.
! and Boston.
gram a Christmas tree was enjoyed
Thomaston; nieces, Mrs. (’. 11. Wash-i
Y
left who takes a cold bath in the Because of the pageant which was March 20—Kickapoo vs. Cement No. 2
Portland, Main*
Clinton Shibles is home from morning.
burn of Thomaston, and Mrs. A. P. J
given Sunday evening not so much March 21—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Sheepskinners by the children.
E stands for
QUALITY WORK
Massachusetts Agricultural College
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polk of Port
Dudley of Piedmont. Calif. Mrs. Ansel ;
time was spent on preparation for the March 24—K. of P. vs. Water Co.
sturdy
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
land made a brief visit to their par
concert, but there were several very March 26—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Cement No.
M. Eaton, and Mateo. Calif.; ami)
health in milli ' for the holidays.
Charles Cavanaugh returned Tuesents in this place Christmas Day. Mrs.
interesting readings, with fine music March 27—Perry’s Market vs. A. 4 P.
nephew Charles II. Adams of Pan
ons of homes the
; day night from Portland where he
Polk is a senior nurse at the Maine Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
by the choir of girls, duet by Mrs. March 28—Kickapoo vs. Sheepskinners
world over. He brings protec
Francisco.
BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
69-70
visited bis mother for a few days.
General Hospital, and with her hus
Farrow and Mrs. Maddocks. solo by March 31—K. of P. vs. Sheepskinners
Funeral services were held Friday |
tion to old and young against
Is proving its worth. While eliminating Mrs. Farrow, and last but not least March 31—Kickapoo vs A. 4 P.
band has the distinction of being the
1 fie reports his son Owen as steadily
winter wet and cold. He beams
afternoon at her late Ifiome on Knox
April
I
—
Perry
’
s
Market
vs.
Cement
No.
2
your
first to land by airplane on Yinalha
i improving, but still confined to the
the song by little Desmond Emery. April 4—Forty Club No. 3 vs. Water Co.
on babies who need more sun
street. Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiated.
ven itself, the pilot landing and tak
Childrens Hospital.
The decorations were effective with a
shine. He offers you the easy,
There was a richness in the floral
Aliss Beulah Welt health nurse in
very pretty Christmas tree which
pleasant way of taking that
The People’s Laundry. Llmerock ing off from the frozen surface of W
THE DIAMOND BRAND. A
offerings that was very marked. In
It purifies and enriches the blood and
Ladle«t Aak your Druaclat for J
the public schools at Brookline. Alass..
stceet, is prepared to lighten your Carver’s pojid. Both Mr. and Mrs.
great food-tonic—cod liver oil.
<'hl-chea-tcr a Diamond ItrandA
terment was made in the Newcombe
puts the stomach and nerves in the best held presents for all the little folks.
l
’
llln in Red and Gold metallicY
Polk
heartily
advocate
the
air
method
'is
the
guest
of
h<r
parents,
Mr.
and
household
burdens
at
only
nominal
of condition. Let us send you a booklet.
SCOTrt EMULSION
cemetery, Warren.
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. '
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
“I really feel I have quite a literary expense. Telephone 170 and let us of travel.
Airs. Leander Welt for the holiday
Take no other. Huy of your
Abbot Yillage, .Maine. For sale at all bent.” “Hm! Well just stick to that call for your family wash and return
asv f..r eiri.oirea.TEK »
i season.
•
DIAMnvn 11KAND 1'II.LH, for t!
FAMOUS OVER 50 YEARS
Nothing is so nerve-wracking aleading drug stores.
Tlie liinnnn heart Is the world'
years know it as Best. Safest, Alw ays Reliable
utlftikdna, MoomiIWoI. N .1
'■> 1
I..ng enough and y.>ii'll lie (jiiiie lit il to you immaculate. The cost |«
lb v. and Airs. F. !•’ Fowle feel very
tnlklng pleasantly to. a man wlm’
{ibatest IxittlesrouniJ,—Pr. Mnjof,
SOLD BVUKL'UbISIStVLKYWHtRf
iiii |»r|sin{4ly low,
124-tf
i.l.ilel'ul lo lhe tpemb. IS of I lie M«tl|erary, brolw."
leading up to a request f"V a loan

Did You Have Money
Enough This Christmas?
Be Sure to Have Enough
for Next Christmas

Join Our 1930 Christmas Club
THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

♦
f

FISH

H

RHEUMATISM

CHICHESTER S PILLS
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Every Other-Day

i
Work, faith In our star, the cultiva
tion of our minds, the constant striv
ing for self-control, the knowledge
of our limitations, and above all, an
Presents Its Annual Homeunswerving artistic conscience should
comers’ Program — Debi- our creed.”
David Saperton of the piano de- (
lightful Holiday Feature
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
partment contributes an article along
Men’s Broadcloth Shirts,
.49 and .74
similar lines on "The Piano and Its i
The annual homecomm’ program
■
Advantages."
Men’s Khaki Pants,
.50, .75, 1.00
■ presented at a special meeting of the
In the “Faculty Activities’ it is ■
We are paying tribute herein to The majority of them so Mr. Hale
Men’s Heavy Wool Socks,
.29, .37
In addition to personal notes regard!™: f
\Il s jr g pen<jleton and daughter Rubinstein Club yesterday afternoon, ftev. E.
Ufford, who died in Union tells us. are not for the poetically su ! noted that Lynnwood Farnum, or- i
departures and arrivals, this deparlmept espe- M
f w|s(..,gs(.t were gue8ls
elallv desires Information ot social happenings.
under the direction of Mrs. Gladys Dec. 10. best known to everyone as per sensitive, but with the comments . ganist. presented a recital on Dec. 4
Men
’
s
Part
Wool
Union
Suits,
1.29
parties musicals, ete. Notes sent by mail or; Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. William
the author and publisher of the cele and the amazing illustrations. Gw with a program devoted entirely to |
telephone Will be gladly received.
[Gregory at The Highlands,
Mrs. Morgan, called forth the highest ap brated Viymn "Throw Out the L’fe book furnishes good reading and is i compositions of Johann Sebastian
Boys’ Suits,
1.50 to 4.50
TELEPHONE ............................................. 7*0 Pendleton's son Raymond was guest proval of an audience which taxed Line.” No other hymn ever received worthy of preservation.
' lkich. many of them of unusual char- !
^==-: .......... - ~
~~
uf friends at Ingraham llill at the the capacity of the Congregational so much acclaim or popularity as this
Men's
Dress Stockings,
.15, .17
acter and seldom heard.
vestry. The numbers were {given
iMrs. Cora Snow will be hostess to same time,
America’s largest carillon, claimed
Josef Hofmann during lk‘cemher
entirely by members of the club who song written in 1885 while Mr. Vfford
Inner Tubes, 29x4.40,
.77
to be the largest in the world, sur has given a private recital in New
the Progressive Literary Club Tries- [
by reason of study in other cities and was administering to his flock of sea  mounts the new iScottish Rite Cathe I York (Dee. 4) and two appearances
day afternoon at 2.30. The reading
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collett of Banfaring men in East Boston.
teaching
duties
are
on
the
“
priviI
of Shakespeare’s “Midsummer Night’s gor were guests over Christmas of
His particular interest lay with the dral in Indianapolis. The carillon is with the Cleveland Symphony OrPrices Have Been Cut on Everything such as
Dream" will begin with act 2, scene 1. Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington, Ma- leged list," and can participate in 1 marines and fisher folk. Whenever the gift ef Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Baxter ' cbestra ill Pittsburgh (Dec. 6 and 7). I
club
programs
only
during
holiday
or
.
Boys’ Play Suits, Children’s Dresses
Mrs. Francis Morton w ill act as [ sonic street.
there was a shipwreck Mr. U’Tord and is housed in the central tower. I Cm Jan. 3 lie will play before the!
vacation seasons.
who was an expert amateur photog 210 feet in height, that surmounts the Philadelphia Forum, while his first |
leader.
----Plano— Sonata Opus 10 No. 2....... Beethoven , rapher would obtain pictures of the Gothic'structure recently construct public appearance in New York for ;
Frank McKinney, who is employed
(Store will be open only a few days longer)
Allegro
wreck and the coast guardsmen and ed by the Masonic order.
the season will take place on Jan. 12. !
■Mr. and Mrs. Earle Spear and by the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Allegretto
The
carillon
is
so
equipped
that
it
weave
a
dramatic
story
about
the
men
Presto
The
latter
hall
’
of
January.
February
:
daughter Dorothy of Waldoro, and I Corp, in New York, spent Christmas
Miss Edna Gregory
who, with the breeches buoy and the may be played in three different and part of March will be devoted to !
Miss Mary Iovine and E. F. Elwell of ' with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Soprano—Le IPaplllon
....................... Fourdrain '
ways—by the clavier or hand actuat
Portland were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McKinney, Knott street, re
I.’enfant et les Sortleges .... ‘........ Ravel custom signal, went to the rescue of ed method, from a keyboard similar lib Western Tour.
In 1885
In thjse faculty activities appear!
Harold Rackliffe Christmas Day.
L’olseau Bleu .......................... Deleroze the shipwrecked sailors.
turning Thursday.
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Clothing
while he was preaching in East Bos to that of an organ, which utilizes such names as Efcin Zinibalist, vio
Miss Adelaide Cross
Violin —Pale Moon, Iudian Love Song .......
ton. several shipwrecks occurred on electricity and compressed air in linist. Felix Salmond cellist and
George Ulmer is ill with bronchial
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts left
500 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
.....................................
Logan-Kreisler Cape Cod and lie preached a series of moving the levers, and finally by an
Carlos Salzedo, harpist.
Schon Kosmarln ............
Kreisler
pneumonia at his home, upper l’leas- Thursday for their tioinc in Houlton
sermons on the theme "Throw Out the automatic device which operates pa
'Life
’
s
Twilight
...............
Brown-Ludlow
In
the
resume
of
radio
activities
ant street.
1 after spending tfae holiday season
Miss Bertha I. Luce
Life Line." With a tiny portable per rolls, similar to those for player' we note that on Dec. 8 in tlie Third
-----with Mr. and iMrs. David Hodgkins Piano—Ballet des Ombres Hereuses .............
organ and a length nf life line from pianos.
Concert over tbe Columbia Broad
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel D. House i and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts,
.............................. ................. Gluek-Friedmau the wrecked schooner. Elsie M. Smith,
casting SyxUm appears the name
Miss Ruth Thomas
announce the engagement of their
—
Wealthy
Americans,
donors
of
im

Soprano—E’en as a Lovely Flower .... Bridge that went ashore on Cape Cod. Mr.
of Tibor de Machula. cellist, who per
daughter Virginia Mae to Langdon C.
Commander George II. Reed. D. S.,
ported
carillons
to
churches
and
edu

iSnrig of Thyme ........... Percy Grainger Ufford attracted a great deal of afformed Leon Boellman’s “Variations
The Song of Life ....... ............................
Crockett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ro who has been with his family for the
tention through his unusual methods cational institutions lor community Symphoniques.’ Mr. de Machula s
............................. •Charles Wakefield Cadman
land F. Crockett of Rockport.
Christinas season leaves tomorrow
concerts,
particularly
approprin'e
in
of practicing the gospel.
Miss Cross
for $cw York to rejoin the Flagship Violin—Gypsy Blood ........................... Bronson
IP T - *
the yuletide season, have deluged youth and notable talent are recalled
by those who heard him in the RockIs woman’s place exclusively in the Texas.
La Condon del Ovldo (The Maid
i One Sunday afternoon he was Chairman Smoot of the Senate port concert last summer.
Forgotten ....................Serrano-Persinger preaching before an outdoor audience finance committee with letters urg
home? Informal debate Jan. 3 at the
Frasquita ........................ behar-Kreisler
A description of Casimir Hall is
Educational Club meeting. CollegiRalph Lewin has returned from a*
| in the village square.at Westwood. ing removal of the 40 percent tariff
Miss Luce
ates in Massachusetts are now debat holiday visit in Bangor an Houlton. Piano—En Con rant ............................ (Godard During his discourse he made refer on these musical bolls. On the oibor | given in a brief article. Casimir .
Hall is where the Curtis Institute
ing tlie problem: “Resolved. That He was accompanied back by his
Mrs. Charlotte Jaek^pn
ence to the assemblage as "tKose hand, domestic bell manufacturers
>
woman’s recent emergence from the mother who will he his guest for n
Miss Cross’ accompaniments were | tossed about on the tempestuousI se;
eas are united against such action, de assembles, often several times a week,1
home is deplorable and regrettable.’’ j fortnight
played by Mrs. Jackson, and Miss of life." Rising from his tiny organ, claring they can produce carillons of to listen to concerts by its own mem
bers. Because of its limited seating
All members are invited to be preLuce’s by Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden.
he hurled his lifeline into the aston sufficient size and tune, if given the
capacity, the public cannot be ad
pared to state their convictions. Anv •
Miss Gregory, who is the most re ished crowd, asking those who wished orders.
Miss
Eda
Knowlton
is
home
for
the
mitted. During the season of 1928angle is welcomed, no formal sides I
cent acquisition on the “privileged to he saved, to grasp "The life line
Chrisjmas
season
from
Winchester,
being assigned. Tlie afternoon ses- !
Our congratulations go to Mi>-s 29 there were given 11 faculty re
list," displayed in her number that of salvation." Bo impressive were the
Mass.
sion will discuss “The Prohibition |
shells making rapid progress in her results of this new means of conver Agnes Skillin of Sanford, the young citals, a special concert of the Societe
Fizzle,’ led by Attorney Ensign Otis. 1
singer who won fifth place in the des Instruments Anciens, and 42 re
< Mrs. Harold Greene and daughter piano study at the Faelton Piano sion that Mr. 1’fford went immedi
finals of the Atwater-Kent third na citals by students in pianoforte, or
Ruth went to Portland yesterday to forte School of Boston. A clean ately to the old parsonage and seat
iMvs. John Nutt is very ill at her
touch aYtd a sure technique were ing himself at a desk, wrote the stan tional radio audition, her reward be gan, voice, violin, viola, violincello,
j visit Mrs. Greene’s parents.
home on Warren street.
marked features of her work. In re zas of what is considered to be one ing- $1,000 and one year's scholar harp and champer music.
The final page is devoted to tlie
ship. Miss Skillin is most deserving.
John E. Doherty of Portland is vis- sponse to the hearty applause she of the few outstanding hymns of all
Miss Gladys Hunter who teaches in
time. In less than half an hour he j not only because of her beautiful Music Calendar v< hicli sets forth all
To Clean Up Before Inventory
i iting his former home in this city, gave a delightful encore.
Goshen. Conn., is home for tlie Christ • ailed by tlie death of Mrs. Cornelius
Miss Cross, although suffering from had composed the entire hymn and j voice, but for her sincere musician musical activities from Dec. 15 to
mas vacation.
a cold, gave in her two groups most going back to the town square, where I ship and tireless ambition to succeed. Jan. 15. inclusive.
t Doherty.
Odd Lot, All Cotton Mattresses; All
Of particular interest in the publi
interesting songs, particularly those he had left the organ, he seated him- I She is a graduate of the Sanford High
School, with two years at the Univer cation is tin* editorial comment on
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Thomas of
self
before
the
tiny
keyboard
and
imi
Wilbur Oxton of Stoughton, Mass., In French, where her diction is nota
sity ( f Maine and later graduating campanology—the new department
Warren were guests Christmas Day
Sizes ........................................... ..............
bly good. Possibly the Ravel number provised the music that has been ]
• is visiting his mother In this city.
from Lasell Seminary. She is s Joist
of Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory at
and the Grainger selection called played in practically every nation of of the Congregational church cho:i of at the Curds Institute. It is the
The Highlands.
narrte which has been adopted for the
F. Cornelius Doherty who was forth the greatest delight from her the civilized world.
THIS IS A VERY SPECIAL OFFER
“Throw Out the Life Line" eaught Kenrtebunk and a member o fthe latest course to be added to die curri
; called here by the death of his motjier, hearers.
Robert C. Bth ns who has been lo ) lias returned to New York.
That Miss Luce remains a general I
imagination of the people of Eu- Schubert Club of Kennebunk and the culum, which is a course in carillon
Mrs.
cated in New York for some time is j Doherty returned to Portland where
rope ns well as of America, and Mr. Rossini Club of Portland, in addition playing offered to organ students and
the guest of his mother. Mrs. Jose • she is making her home at the East- ffivorite was (demonstrated in the Ufford found himself in the limelight , to being prominent in many other to acceptable new applicants. Such
applause
which
greeted
her
before
local musical activities. She b.as been organists are to study with Anton
phine Burns, at The Highlands, for , land while their son is attending
and after each number of her groups. as an author and composer.
heard in recital, concert and oratorio. Brees for a six weeks’ course begin
an extended period.
The
noted
evangelist
Ira
D.
Sankey
| Bowdoin College.
Again her work was outstanding in
Miss Skillin’s voice is a clear fresh ning Jan. 2 and continuing until April
popularized
the
hymn
at
the
great
re

its excellence, marked by beauty of
soprano, of great flexibility, which 10 at the Singing Tower in Mountain
Special
Mrs. George W. Clark (Marian
vivals
which
he
was
conducting
nd Wilpas iSallinen of lone and shading, clean bowing and
e uses with artistry and skill. She Lake, Fla. Students will learn the
Marsh) of Lisbon Falls lias been the l(,U}/1 11
throughout
the
Middle
West,
and
was
bins spent Christmas with their keen artistry. While impossible to
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
responsible for Mr. Ufford’s trip | s 23 years old.
At this season a day bed means avoid
rudiments of bell playing upon a
j sister Miss Helen Sallincn.
choose a high light, possibly the
A. R. • Marsh, Talbot avenue, for a
around the world. The hymn itself
practice-clavier in
the
Singing
ing the necessity of sleeping in a chill
Logan-Kreisler
number
proved
a
bit
It
is
said
that
Ignaee
Paderewski
few days.
Tower, and will be allowed to use the
Mi*, and Mrs. James Thornton and more interesting; a familiar com was translated into more than 30 I
now about the only great concert
chamber when guests arrive.
ons Richard and John. Mr. and Mrs. position transcribed by Kreisler into languages and more than five million pianist left to be heard over tlie actual bells when their progress shall
Fred Kenniston who is employed by i ‘
'earlie Hall and daughters Phyllis a veritable gem. Miss Luce also copies of this dramatic life saving radio. Ossip Gabrilowitseh who faced warant such promotion.
the Proctor & Gamble Mfg. Co.,
PAY AS YOU I icp
land Nathalie and son Robert. Mrs. showed remarkable technique in the story were sold. The dramatic pcs
the microphone iri the General Mo
Staten Island, spent Christmas with
,,
. ,
' Lewis Johnson and daughter Barbara Kreisler number “Schon Rosmarin." sibilities of the hymn, coupled w
WHAT
THE
“
ARMY"
DID|
tors
Hour
I>ec.
9
was
one
of
the
very
his mother. Mrs. W. S.
the realistic pictures that wol*e
! and Edna and Peter Hilt were Chris* Beauty of tone and subtle coloring
last to yield, and what a treat to stu
Main street.
| mas guests of Mrs. Mabel Johnson marked Miss Thomas’ solo, and Mrs. | flashed upon the screen and Mr. vf- dents and lovers of the piano he
The Salvation Arn>y has just con
The Christinas tree was a jolly af Jackson in her number displayed | ford’s intensely interesting recitals gave! ' Gabrilowitseh. who was a
Arnold Rogers is home from Cleve
of the many shipwrecks that had
cluded its annual Christmas effort.
fair.
power and brilliancy.
land. Ohio, for an indefinite visit with
taken place in New England, brought pupil of Rubinstein, married Clara
313-319 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
Members of the Methebesec Club him many conversions. He carried ; ,einens- daughter of Aiark Twain Notliwithstanding the inclemency of
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rubenstein were special guests.
Rogers.
his little organ, his ship lanterns, life ■ He is now 51 years old. and the con the weather during the kettle cam
gkve a Christmas dinner at their
buoys and life line to the four corners ; ductor of the Detroit ’Symphony Or paign $358.59 was received through
home. C3 Park street, for a family
this medium; an additional $92.50
chestra.
THE METHODIST PROGRAM
iMrs. Wilbur Senter arrives home j reunion at which there were about 25
of the earth.
Let us hope that Paderewski will was received through the mail from
• • • «
today from Brunswick where she has guests. Music, dancing and bridge
I •
been the guest of relatives for several j were enjoyed. The guests from out of Youngsters Made Christmas Merry
The Macauley Company of New finally consent to give his glorious friends in nearby towns, making a the appearance of Santa, who entered
—Purse of Gold Presented Rev. and York has published ‘The Songs My art to the millions who compose the total of $451.09 for the Christmas through a bide window from the
days.
■ town were Saul Polisner. who attends
sr.ow-covered roof. A cordial wel
•
Mrs. Kenderdine
Mother Never Taught Me." comniled "invisible audience" and who more fund.
.
A
~
r
the
Boston
University
Medical
school
Jt was found that the need was as come was given him by the jtitivenile
Mr. and Mrs. UilLam W.graves of I . B(istan nn(J Jpssje Rubengle,n wi)0
by John J. “Jack" Niles. First Lieu and more each day are paying tribute
•eat or greater than last year, and congregation, and the usual excite
gxeal
Jlalden. were guests fm- Christmas ol
The anuual Christmas program of tenant Air Service. O.R.C.: Douglas to the world's finest in music.
» • * *
ners was supplied to 65 families ment followed. Each child was pre4
dir.m
W. L. Blackington at The Highlands Vt ,n Qogton
the Pratt Memorial M. E. Church S. "Doug" Mcore. Lieutenant U. S.
A copy of the December issue of including 254 persons. Each dinner sented with a toy. a package of ani
Mr. Graves returned home Thursday. '
was held successfully Wednesday Navy (retired), and A. A. "Wally"
Tel. 832
’Overtones." the monthly publication was packed in a large bag bearing mal cookies, a bag of candy and an
but Mrs. Graves is remaining for
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Stinson. Mr. night with the primary department Wallgren. official cartoonist of the of the Curtis Institute of Music, has
the
red
shield
.of
the
Salvation
Army,
orange.
visit of 10 days.
"Stars
and
Stripes."
A.
E.
F.
The
participating.
At
the
close
of
the
NOW SHOWING
I md Mrs. Frank Bridges and Dr. C. D.
been sent to me from the Institute, together with greetings for a Merry
Captain George Winsor « f the local
’ Popplestone of Swan’s Island were program a purse of gold was presentr quarto volume of 227 pages is filled
Marshall Stevens of Boston arrives | guests over the holiday of Command- ed Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine with grotesque illustrations: the mu fer which I am grateful. It is worthy Christmas, and consisted . of pork Corps, wishes to take this oppor
today to be a guest over the weekend ?r and Mrs. Basil Stinson.
potatoes,
turnip,
squash, tunity of thanking everyone who
)n behalf of the parishioners by su sic for each song is given, air and cf review in minute detail, and we roast,
at Mrs. George II. Reed’s. Broadway.
perintendent of the Sunday. School, piano accompaniment, and there ar*1 regret that space does not permit onions, sugar, milk, tea, coffee but helped to make this effort successful.
with
many entertaining verbal notes of tliis.
ter. bread, fig-bars, apples, nuts and This includes the persons who
Herbert Philbrook. who lias been Leroy D. Chat to.
Among the several fine Illustrations candy.
Vernon Hart who spent Christmas
comment
and
explanation.
dropped
their
coins
in
the
kettles,
The
program:
WILLIAM HAINES
spending a few days with his family,
with his father, George H. Hart. Lake,
In the preface the authors tell us are noted a portrait of Marcella
The distribution was made Dec. 24, those who sent contributions through
Charles Emery
has returned to.Portland to rejoin the Solo—Christmas.
avenue, left Thursday lor Auburn. Steamship Sandwich.
ANITA PAGE
Song—“Christnias Bells, Primary Department that one should not’be surprised to Sembrich, head of the Department of giving the recipients ample time to the mail, the grocers who donated
Recitations’—Christmas Greetings.
Mass., where he is employed.
find that ‘‘on those dark uncertain Voice, and a beautiful picture in prepare dinner for Christmas Day.
from their stores, as well as others
All Talking
Ibith Thomas nights in and around Chateau Thierry colors of the Mountain Lake Singing
Dec. 26 at 7 p. rn. the children's who gave candy and toys.
AI tiert Libby
A. M. Newbert and family of South
iWatch Your .appetite,
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Moody of The Weymouth. Mass., were guests for
The officers of the Salvation Army,
Ellen Chamberlain or later down in the iArgonnc. musical Tower, reproduced from the May, Christmas tree and entertainment
You’re Welcome.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Highlands spent Christmas with rela the holiday of Mr. and Mrs. A. II.
Leah Nash settings of the Ashtabula disaster, or 1929, issue of the Ladies Home Jour was held in the Army hall, where ft el grateful to the above mentioned
A Glad Little Girl.
Solo—Away in a Manger,
Macaulay’s epic about Horatius and nal, acompanied by Edward W. more than 200 participated. A short persons who have again made them
tives in Warren.
Newbert. North Mal:i street.
Lawrence Kenderdine
Bok’s article "America’s Taj Mahal" program of recitations, solos and ex the ministers of their good-will to
Recitations—Baby’s Christmas. Betty Monroe Herminius at the Roman gate were
The Junior Harmony Club meets
Barbara La Salle sung in a trench-wcai*y voice to any re-printed from tlie February, 1929. ercises was rendered us a prelude to many of the less fortunate of our city.
A
Present
Mr. and Mrs. (’. E. Gilley enter
A
Clara Church one who cared to listen. In fact, we issue of Scribners Magazine.
Papa's Darling.
Wednesday evening at the BI’W tained Christmas Day Mr. and Mrs.
Mildred Shannon have been promised (to date unfilled)
The Story Ever New,
Dramatic
io, ms at 6.3'k A prorraJtt will be Fred Stinson, Mrs. John Stetson and
There is an article by Josef Hof
Harrison Dow
Christmas,
a cowboy-army version of ‘The .Man mann “Commemorating a Great
presented in addition to the regular laughter Betty, Mr. and Mrs. Addi
Santa Knows,
Challenge
choral practice and lesson in music son Young of Camden. Mrs. Dan McMaster." an eloquent tribute to Anton
Pauline Creamer.Parker WorrSy I on the Flying Trapeze.’ once sung
NOW SHOWING
lo a Vital
Sulo
-Silent
Night
.
Ruth
Thomas
, a traveling army show in France and Rubinstein, whom Hofmann calls
appreciation.
k
Eachern of Northeast Harbor and Recitations—Christmas Secret,
“THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS’’
a quartet arrangement with army "the master—my master." * It was
George E. Dunton and family.
Dirk Sukeforth
Human
A Spectacular All-Talking Drama
Mrs. F. J. Hunter of The Highlands
Dorothy Witham ’ lyrics of ‘Oh. 'Why Did They Dig ten years after leaving Rubinstein."
A Change of Time,
Problem!
Maw
’
s
Grave
So
Deep?
’
’
’
is confined to her home by illness.
Ruth Wheeler
At Christmas,
Mr. Hofmann says, “before I fully
idi an
•Mrs.
Ruth Graves
Santa’s Right of Way,
From the review of Philip Hale in benefited by what he had given me
t Rasa
•
Betty are located atl
’asadena.
Calif,
Jeannette Shannon the Boston -Sunday ’Herald we quote:
What Grandpa Said,
The marriage of Jerome B. Frye, fi r tlie winter. Miss Barbara Mein the way of musical instruction.
Sherwood Kt rout
You’re Welcome,
“Arriving in France the soldiers im I mention tliis because it may help
former Rockland High School ath Beath lias entered the Nurses' Train
God Rest You 'Merry, Gentlemen.
provised
ribald
versions.
Rabelaisian
Virginia
Rackliffe
letic star, who subsequently became ing School at Kirksville, Mo.
otheYs, especially those of the pres
Jesus,
Marion Church parodies, also parodies that were not ent generation, to put a damper on
a four letter man at Higgins Classi
I Am Going Back to Grandma's.
so
coarse.
Some
of
the
songs
sug

cal Institute will take place in Cam
their zeal for a premature, too quick,
iMargarct Graves
Earle Ludwlck and family and Mrs.
gested for this volume were ‘so hot slap-dash achievement. Things that
den New Year’s night, tlie bride Harriet Orbeton were guests Christ Solo—Christ Was Once a Little Babv,
Kingsley
St
rout
they
melted
down
the
type
every
time
The Thrill of the
being Helen M.. daughter of Mr. and mas Day of Mr. and 'Mrs. Granville
sre worthwhile and which are to last,
Recitations - Candy Bag. Cynthia MacAlman the linotypes set ’em up.’ They were
Mrs. Grover Bridges of Camden.
Rubinstein seemed
Baehelder. Tenant's Harbor.
Christmas Wish.
Bertha Coombs singing sailors, and there was more mature slowly.
always to have plenty of time; enough
Harriett’s Christmas Troubles.
Kentucky Derby
Harriett Clark about the love of woman in their for study, and even for leisure. Peo
Herbert A. Emmons < f Bloomfield.
E. P. Colson of Providence, R. I., 'Santa’s Toys.
Edith
Clark
songs
than
those
of
the
soldiers.
N. J., is in the city, called here by Dr. M. J. Hahn and Mrs. Anne Boyle
ple of skill never hurry; they move
Duet—Sleep Holy Child.
After all going away to war is a
lhe death of his father. J. A. Emmons. mil son Robert of Boston who have
slowly but efficiently.
Genius is
Norma Seavey, Martha Seavey
very
masculine
occupation,
and
it
i»
The Romance of the
WARNtR BROS.
Ernest Munro
given to few. Most of us must ac
been visiting Mr. and jtlrs. F. P. Col Recltatlons-Christmas,
natural
that
the
sights,
the
sounds,
A
Glad
Little
Girl,
Mildred
Achorn
Hallette Gilberto, noted composer son during the Christmas holidays,
quire
our
skill.
Rubinstein
was
a
present
Santa Claus and the Mouse,
June Chatto the odors, the tasks, the endless days
and musician and IMrs. Gilberte. spent returned to their respective homes
South
Those who had tlie
A Wash Day Wish,
Vivian Strout of mud. the pock-marked fields, the born Genius.
their first Christmas in Maine this this morning.
A Christmas Ball.
Malcolm Church
privilege of knowing him artistically
Song Away In a .Manger, Primary Department smashed airplanes, the' phosgene, the and personally will never forget the
season at their slimmer estate. Melody
mustard gas, the hospital, the sub
Offering—Annual White Cross offering
Manse. Lincolnville Beach. It has
F. E. Foss of New York City is the
Birthday.
chaser, the mine sweeper, channel great master of musical expression."
The Melody of Love
been their desire for many years to guest of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Recitations—The ChristmasCynthia
Emilio de Gogorza contributes a
MacAlman patrol, and the troop ^iin should
spend a Christmas in Maine, but until
A Christmas Cheer,
Harry Graves
brief
article
“
A
Singer
Speaks."
set

make up the fiendiishly illogical
—The Lullabye.
this season have not remained later
ting forth his reasons for deciding
/
Mrs. John Nutt is at Knox Hospital Exercise
Martha Seavey. Ruth Sukeforth. Ruth Withain, hodgepodge from which the soldiei
than Thanksgiving. For some years
for treatment.
Norma Havener
and
the sailor concocted their songs to bo a singer. One bit of advice
all come to you in this
they made their home in Pasadena.
Dialogue—Looking for Santa Claus.
Tlie first song in the volume is catches my eye—“Simplicity, direct
Calif., returning cast in the summer,
Billy Munro, Betty Munro
ness, a warm heart and a cool brain,
Mrs. Nellie A. Perry anil Miss Mabel
“Mad’moiselle from Armentiere.
story of beating hearts
but for the past few years they have Oxton of Rockville were guests
with 43 verses describing her charms respect for the composer, as well as
wintered in New \ oi k making their Christmas of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
lor the period he is interpreting
PARK
THEATRE
and
accomplishments.
There
’
s
an
ar

and pounding hoofs
home at the Hotel Astor. They ex Gregory.
with
Youth, beauty, melody and thrills, rangement of “A Son of a Garnbo- should be the goal of the singer. Suc
LOIS
pressed delight over their first Maine
not forgetting sparkling dialogue, lier,’’ a parody of that grand old epic cess can be acquired by other means
MORAN
Christmas.
There will bp an auction party at make “A Song of Kentucky." all talk “Frankie and Johnny," the gruesome which are hardly to be encouraged
S.A.R. hall next Tuesday evening
but which also bring fame and fort
and
'Mr. and Mrs. Addison Stiles of Au under auspices of the Daughters of ing and singing romantic comedy “Hearse Song." and so on. There arc
drama, one of the most fascinating between 50 and CO of these song*. une. as well as—artistic disgrace.
gusta arrive today to be guests lor Union Veterans. ’
JOE
plays yet to reach the screen. tIt
several days of Mr. and Airs. Herbert
comes for -Monday and Tuesday.
WAGSTAFF,
Kalloch, Amesbury street.
Sir. and Mrs. Albert R. Jordan of
Joe Wagstaff. one of iNew York’s
■south 'Warren were guests of their favorite musical comedy stars, is co
The Maine. State Nurses' Associa son Henry Jordan and family over
FLORIDA
featured with Lois Moran, beautiful
tion annual meeting will lie held in Christmas.
and
talented
screen
star,
and
Dorothy
MIAMI
’S
llnngor next Friday and Saturday.
Burgess, who little short of a sensa
Headquarters will he at the Dorothy
Ideal Retort Hotel
Miss Rose Moody is ill at her home tion in ‘‘Old Arizona." is prominently ’
Memorial. Park street. Two hundred on 'North Main street.
cast. Appearing in support are such
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way
members are expected to attend
favorites as Douglas Gilmore .Hedda
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
feom*all parts of the State. Miss
great pirtorizal'on of a
One of tlie happiest gatherings,of Hopper, Herman Bing. Edwards Da
All Talking and Singing
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
Carrie M. Hall superintendent tf Christmas eve was the family group
great stage play, with a bril
vis
and
Bert
Woodruff.
The
story,
nurses at the Peter Bent Brigham
ALSO
HOTEL
which has a race track background,
liant east ineluding Lila Lee,
hospital. Boston anil formerly presi at the Franklin street home of Mr.
concerns an aristocratic, society girl
Walter Byrun, William Cour
dent of the National League of Nurs irul Mrs. Lucien K. Green, particular
PARAMOUNT NEWS
who
falls
in
love
with
a
rising
young
interest
being
lent
-by
the
announce

ing Education wil! he the speaker on
tenay, Alee IL Francis. Direemusical
genius.
Their
romance
is
be

SHOWS
AT
ZOO,
630,
8.30
Corner Second St. and 1st Art.
the league program. Miss Julia P ment of the engagement of their son
ted by Alan Crosland.
set by concerted intrigue, planned and
Williamson, field secretary from the Kenneth M.. now an optometrist
RATES:
IBuroOean)
(June (o
Booklet
O'ngiv
$4
UV
to
$
8.00
da
ly
October)
kAmerican Nurses' Association. New Camden, and Miss Dorothy L. Dolley, carried out by a jealous woman, a
on
mendacious suitor and a scheming
York City wlio has recently completed, district nurse ol' the same town,
Double $3.CO to $12.00 dai y
Application
a survey of registries throughout the >vhose home is in Bangor. The wed- aunt—which leads to an amazing de
Home of
One
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
nouement.
The
actual
running
of
the
the
early
II
H.M
ase
country will he the speaker at lhe “(Jing will take place in
Paramount
Stamford-in-theof the
1929
Kentucky
Derby
in
which
Miss
VITAPHONE PRESENTATION
Ouvic»
CstAilU. N Y
banquet Friday evening at the Penob spring.
Pictures
Publix Theatres
Moran has an entry is one of the ex
scot Exchange and will take as her
citing high spots of the production.—
The
wise
modern
housewife
shares
subject. 'Nursing Registries.
Shows 2 00, 6.;. 8-30

RUBINSTEIN CLUB

THE REALM OF MUSIC

BIG CUT IN PRICES

Frank W. Koski

»««•

Before Inventory

SALE

We Are Offering a Very Special Price
The Next Few Days On

MATTRESSES

DAY BEDS

♦•••

$18.75

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

"NAVY BLUES”

Monday-Tuesday

PAULINE

FREDERICK
CONRAD

NAGEL
“A SONG OF KENTUCKY” nr

GRALYNN

her burdens and lets The People’s adv.
No pains are spared to secure the laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
Miss Mary Sylvester is spending a
best food and finest preparation of rugs and quilts. The cost Is low. the
few days in Millinocket before returnfoods possible at Manley T. Perry' service prompt, the work excellent.
inp t<> University of Maine,
Park Street Sea fiiilt.—adv.

THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND

Continuous New Years Day and
Saturday 2.00 to 10.30

Every-Other-Day .

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 28, 1929
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Do You Know
COMMUNITIES as “centers of living” are considered so important that scientific
research has been directed toward towns and cities to find out why some grow and
prosper while others decline? It has been definitely determined that their develop
ment or decline takes place because of certain definite causes.
THRU THE study of community development it has been discovered that there are
some forty major and three hundred minor factors to be found in Our Community.
Any one of these, by functioning improperly, may prove a damaging weakness.

FORTUNATELY, however, there arc proven cures and preventives for Communityweakness and defect —rules for Community health, happiness and prosperity
—just as there are rules for individual health, happiness and prosperity.
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WHAT THESE vital factors are—where we are strong and where we are danger
ously weak? Do you want to know how we compare nationally as a “Living
Center” with other towns and cities of our class? Do you want to know how we
can be a stronger, more prosperous Community?
We are interested in the subject because we realize the individual as well as the collective wellbeing of the citizens of this center is imolved. We are prepared to present a weekly survey on
this page. Will you let us have a personal expression of your interest in this campaign for

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
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Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

INSURANCE

IT IS THE BEST

Knox County Motor Sales Co.

THE FLINT BAKERY

FORD PRODUCTS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. MeLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agenta for The Texaco Co.

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

—
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ALFRED P. CONDON
5 PA-K STREET

TEL 966

ANTIQUES

G. A. LAWRENCE

W. T. SMITH

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

PLUMBING

Camden

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE

CHARLES W. SHELDON
444 MAIN ST.

TEL. 646-W

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ROCKLAND

W. H. GLENDENNING

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
COR. MAIN & PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Establiahed 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN & LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

FINE CONFECTIONERY

“GREGORY'S”

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

“GOOD CLOTHES’’
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN

C. M. BLAKE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

H. H. CR1E & CO.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

PAUL A. REVERE
15 HIGH STREET

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

741 MAIN STREET

C

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

Authorized Dea'ers in

HOTEL ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

DYER’S GARAGE

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

ROCKLAND

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

FIREPROOF GARAGE

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

THURSTON OIL CO.

REAL ESTATE
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